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0.1 Abstract
The synchrotron radiation based techniques of Surface Extended X Ray Absorption 
Fine Structure (SEXAFS) and Normal Incidence Standing X Ray Waves (NISXW) 
have been applied to Four adsorption systems. These involved atomic and molecular 
chemisorption on the low index planes of single crystal C'u and Ni surfaces.

For the C u(lll)(\ /3  X  v 3 ) R30 system the NISXW technique has found a 
layer spacing of 1.81 ±  0.05A, this was consistent with an earlier result found by 
SEXAFS.

For the Ni(100)c(2 X 2)Hg system the combined use of NISXW and SEXAFS 
was attempted. The SEXAFS study, however, was unsuccessful due to the diffi
culties of obtaining SEXAFS from core states of high angular momentum. These 
difficulties were attributed to delayed onset of photoemission from the mercury Mr 
edge and strong variations of the pure atomic X ray absorption coefficient in the 
EXAFS energy range. NISXW studies were more successful and yielded an adsor
bate - substrate layer spacing of 0.60 ±  0.1A. This layer spacing is consistent with 
adsorption into the two fold bridge site at the Ni(100) surface rather than the more 
highly co-ordinated four fold site which might have been expected for a metallic 
bond. There are, however, some ambiguities in this assignment due to the lack of 
corroboration of this result by SEXAFS.

For the remaining two systems the combined use of SEXAFS and NISXW was 
successful. The C'u( 111) C'H3S system was typical of most molecular chemisorption 
systems in that it possessed no long range order. For this system both the NISXW 
and SEXAFS techniques gave results indicative of reconstructive chemisorption. A 
corroborative interpretation of results for both techniques inv olved the adsorption 
of the CH3S group's sulphur atom into distorted three fold hollow sites at the 
C u (lll )  surface.Intra-inolecular scattering was also observed in this system. This 
scattering was between the carbon and sulphur atoms in the mercaptide (C'H3S) 
group, and SEXAFS analysis found a C-S bondlength of 1.88.4. This appears to be 
the first recorded case of intra- molecular^scattering in SEXAFS data.

Simple chemisorption is also ruled^for the (v 7  A v 7) R19.I -S on C u (lll )
surface. SEXAFS data for this system, like that for mercaptide, was dominated by 
a single shell and analysis of the polarization dependence of the SEXAFS amplitude 
for this shell gave an adsorbate-substrate bond angle, [3, of 67 ± 5°. This value is 
well outside the range expected for simple non reconstructive chemisorption of S 
into the high or low symmetry adsorption sites of the C'u( 111) surface. The NISXW 
data for this system was suggestive of a mixture of at least two distinct adsorbate- 
substrate layer spacings. One of which was well outside the range of values expected 
for simple chemisorption.

The data from both experimental techniques can only be explained in terms ot 
reconstructive chemisorption which forms a surface sulphide involving a mixed layer 
of C'u and S. This sulphide is believed to be of distorted tetrahedral co-ordination. 
This model can explain the two distinct adsorbate-substrate for S as well as the 
observed polarization dependence of the Cu-S bondlength.
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C h apter 1 

Introduction

Much of what we understand about solids is based on our assumption of perfect 

three dimensional periodicity. The presence of defects in a solid will produce 

deviations from this periodicity and thus present a challenge to our theoretical 

understanding of solids. This in itself is a powerful motivation for their study, 

but another more practical goal is the full understanding of the technological 

importance of defects. For instance, it is known that the existence of defects 

in solids results in the fact that engineering materials rarely even approach 

their theoretical strengths.

Defects come in one, two and three dimensional forms. For example, va

cancies and interstitials, grain boundaries and dislocations.

Of the two dimensional defects surfaces are the most extreme form, repre

senting the complete loss of periodicity in one dimension. This loss of periodic

ity gives surfaces a range of novel properties, involving, for example, electronic 

and vibrational states not found in the bulk and surface chemical bonds and 

compounds possessing no bulk analogues. Thus the study of surfaces repre

sents a logical continuation of solid state science.

The interest in surface science, however, is not purely academic as the im

portance of surface phonomena is apparent in a variety of areas. For example,

3



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

in the field of semiconductor physics it is known that charged layers in the 

vicinity of the surface cause an effect called Fermi level pinning, this prevents 

the sweeping of the Fermi level through the band gap of a semiconductor which 

is crucial to device operation. Another technologically important property of 

surfaces arises from the necessary presence thereon of unsatisfied ( ‘dangling’ ) 

bonds which make surfaces very reactive chemically. Couple this with the fact 

that a surface will provide a way of concentrating reactants in a small volume 

and it is easy to understand why some surfaces stimulate chemical reactions 

thus making them effective catalysts. In the broader area of surface chemical 

reactions surface science plays a role, both experimentally and theoretically, 

in the areas of molecular beam epitaxy, etching, corrosion and crystal growth. 

All of these areas are currently of major and expanding technological and fi

nancial interest ( In the mid nineteen eighties corrosion represented a loss of 

approximately three billion pounds to industry [1]) but, the full microscopic 

description of these processes would be a very complicated exercise as they typ

ically all occur under conditions that are difficult to characterize. For instance, 

the process of heterogeneous catalysis generally proceeds on poly-crystalline 

surfaces at elevated temperatures and pressures. Similar problems of environ

mental characterization will also occur in describing the turbulent conditions 

producing corrosion on oil rig legs, motor transport and, of course, bicycles. 

For this reason the kind of surface science pursued here involves the study 

of single crystal surfaces in the better characterized environment of ultra high 

vacuum. Despite the obvious abstraction from the ‘ real world’ there have been 

cases when insights gained from U.H.V. surface science have been successfully 

applied in industrial environments.
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All the surface chemical reactions listed above possess one broad common 

feature which persists intact in it s transition from the ‘ real world’ , they all 

involve the adsorption of atomic or molecular species at surfaces and it is the 

study of the structure of stable chemisorbed atomic and molecular overlayers 

on single crystal transition metal surfaces that are the subject of this thesis. 

The practical relevance of such studies is most apparent in the field of het

erogenous catalysis where the concepts ofactive sites’ and structure sensitive 

reactions are now accepted.

In the mid nineteen seventies the only surface structural technique of any 

note was low energy electron diffraction (LEED). This technique readily pro

vides information on the periodicity of chemisorbed overlayers but complete 

surface structural determination is complicated due to the strong scattering 

cross section of low energy electrons which gives rise to a high probability of 

multiple scattering. The presence of multiple scattering means that simple 

Fourier methods of inverting the LEED pattern to obtain the structure do not 

avail and the analysis of LEED data has to make recourse to trial and error 

methods. These methods are computationally time consuming and expensive. 

This inadequacy of the LEED technique led to a search for other techniques 

of surface structure determination with more routine forms of analysis.

Despite the disadvantage of it s requirement of a continuously tunable, 

high intensity source of X rays (synchrotron radiation) surface extended x ray 

absorption fine structure (SEXAFS) is just such a technique.

Although the EXAFS effect was first observed as early as 1930 it was not 

until 1975 that it was correctly understood in terms of short range order (pre

vious theories had used long range order to explain the effect), and EXAFS

i



6 CHAPTER l. INTRODUCTION

experiments were practically feasible. The fact that the EXAFS technique is 

applicable to systems not possessing long range order is a considerable ad

vantage over LEED, in that we may now study the structure of molecular 

overlayers on surfaces which generally do not show long range order. The 

phonotnenon of EXAFS may be described as follows.

If we expose an atom in a solid state environment to a source of X rays and 

then continuously tune this source, in energy, from before a characteristic X 

ray absorption edge of the atom to several hundred electron volts beyond the X 

ray absorption edge, we will observe a sharp rise in the X ray absorption cross 

section followed by a series of oscillations in the cross section which would not 

be present if we performed the experiment on an isolated atom, (see Figure 1). 

These EXAFS oscillations are caused by the coherent interference of emitted 

and backscattered fluxes which arise due to photoemission and back scattering 

directly onto the emitter respectively. As we tune past the absorption edge the 

wavelength of the emitted and backscattered photoelectron waves will decrease 

continuously. Thus these photoelectron waves will pass through points of 

constructive and destructive interference. At points in the spectrum where 

the interference is constructive the probability of absorption is greater than at 

points where the interference is destructive. Hence, the EXAFS oscillations. 

The periodicity of these oscillations contains local structural information as 

they are dependent on the scattering path lengths of the photoelectrons.

In the EXAFS process the emitter atom is effectively used as a detector 

and due to this fact a multiply scattered photoelectron must scatter through 

a succession of large angles if is to contribute to the EXAFS. This is highly 

improbable in the EXAFS energy range which is usually from fifty electron
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volts above the absorption edge to several hundred electron volts beyond. (The 

exceptions are those multiple scattering events which occur along a string of 

collinear atoms but this gives rise to a long scattering path length which is 

easily distinguishable from the nearest neighbour path length during Fourier 

analysis.) This makes analysis by simple Fourier methods possible and allows 

the deduction of local structures in a model independent fashion, in direct 

contrast to the trial and error methods of LEED data analysis.

Ideally, SEXAFS data analysis consists of background subtraction and a 

Fourier transform and after allowing for the presence of scattering phase shifts 

in the photoelectron waves (caused by the passage of the photoelectron in 

and out of the atomic potentials) a radial distribution function of the local 

structure under study should be obtained.

However, for surface structures in which adsorption occurs in more than 

one distinct site then SEXAFS will average the structural information for these 

sites and hence limit the efficiency and accuracy of the structure determination 

. Also if two bondlengths in the structure are close together it may not be 

possible to resolve them using simple Fourier methods of SEXAFS analysis 

and recourse to modelling is necessary, thus regressing in partial measure (this 

modelling of SEXAFS data will not be as computationally demanding as LEED 

data modelling) to the trial and error methods associated with LEED data 

analysis. SEXAFS measurements are also subject to poor signal to noise 

characteristics and limited data ranges.

Of course all surface science techniques have their limitations and so the 

argument for using a range of techniques which provide complementary infor

mation on surface structure is compelling. For this reason these surface studies
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have also employed normal incidence standing X ray waves. (NISXW). The 

physical basis of this technique is simple to explain in terms of Bragg diffrac

tion.

In the vicinity of a Bragg reflection from a particular crystal plane, a 

standing X ray wave field with the same periodicity of the crystal planes is set 

up in a shallow region on either side of the surface. Over the range of total 

reflection, the phase of the standing X ray wave field behaves in the following 

manner. At the onset of the Bragg reflection the antinode of the wavefield is 

positioned half way between the atomic planes and as we tune in energy across 

the range of total reflection this antinode moves continuously to a position 

coincident with the atomic planes. Thus if we measure a characteristic X ray 

excited yield of an adsorbate throughout the range of total reflection then we 

will observe a maximum in this yield at the point where the SXW antinode is 

positioned over the centre of the adlayer and a minimum when the SXW node is 

in this position. Therefore we observe a strong modulation in the excited atom’s 

yield. By analysing the exact shape and energy location of this modulation 

we can find the spacing between an adlayer and the crystal surface which 

may be compared to a SEXAFS derived result for the same adsorbate system. 

Thus if the SEXAFS and NISXW experiments are performed together on 

the same system then the information gained can be used in a complementary 

fashion in order to gain a more convincing structure determination than would 

have been obtained by the sole use of either technique. A good example ot a 

mutually supportive interpretation of the two techniques in tandem is provided 

by studies of chlorine adsorption on C'u( 111). 2,3]

The chlorine overlayer forms a ( v 3 x V 3) R-30 LEED pattern. This taken
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together with SEXAFS and photoelectron diffraction results [2] (see Figures 

2a and 2b) reveal that adsorption occurs in the three fold hollow site corre

sponding to the position that a copper atom would occupy in the next layer 

of an f.c.c. structure. The copper-chlorine nearest neighbour bondlength was 

determined by SEXAFS to be 2.39A ±  0.02 A. Fro m all this information the 

height of the chlorine adlayer above the copper surface would be expected to 

be 1.88 Ad- 0.03 A. The value given by NISXVV [3] for this overlayer is 1.81 A±

0.05 A. The difference in these results are within the combined error bars of 

the two techniques but any slight actual differences may be due to contrac

tion in the top copper atom layer spacing. To explain how this conclusion is 

reached it is useful to point out an essential difference between the types of 

information given by SEXAFS and NISXVV. Due to the fact that the peri

odicity of the SXVV wavefield is determined by the bulk, any adlayer spacing 

will be given relative to the continuation of the bulk periodicity. Thus the 

NISXW technique is blind to any distortions in the top few layer spacings of 

the substrate. Hence if a contraction occurs between the surface atomic layer 

and the layer below what effectively happens is that the adsorbate layer has 

moved closer toward the bulk substrate layers deeper in the solid and as the 

NISXVV field periodicity is determined by the bulk periodicity the value of 

the adsorbate-substrate layer spacing given by NTSXVV will be reduced by an 

amount corresponding to the exact size of this contraction. If an expansion 

occurs between the top two layers of the substrate then the opposite effect 

occurs and the NISXVV technique overestimates the true local value of the 

layer spacing by an amount corresponding to the exact, size of the expansion 

whereas, SEXAFS being a highly local probe would give the actual local layer
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spacing. Thus the two results taken together might suggest a slight contraction 

of the top layer spacing. Two previous LEED studies have in fact indicated 

that the clean C u (lll) is relaxed in this way and contractions of the top layer 

spacing of 0.08Â and 0.006Â have been reported [4,5] . This argument aside 

the two results are inside the error bars and the overall conclusion is that the 

structural determinations from both techniques are mutually supportive.

The remainder of the work presented here involves the application of SEX- 

AFS and NISXW to widely different adsorption systems comprising molecular 

and atomic adsorbates. The outline of the thesis is as follows; Chapter 2 will 

present a more detailed introduction to the experimental techniques employed 

in these studies, Chapter 3 concerns itself with experimental details, Chapters 

4, 5 and 6 will present results for structure studies of atomic and molecular 

adsorption and finally, Chapter 7 will draw conclusions on the entirety of the

work.
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C hapter 2

Basic E xp erim en tal Principles

2.1 Introduction

This chapter is intended to serve as an introduction to the principles of the 

experimental techniques used in these studies and their general areas of appli

cation in surface science.

2.2 Low Energy Electron Diffraction

The process of LEED involves the normal incidence of an electron beam at 

a surface and the subsequent mutual interference of the secondary wavelets 

elastically scattered from atoms in the surface.

This produces electron beams emerging from the surface with angular sep

aration, definition and intensity characteristic of the periodicity, order and 

structure of the surface under study. In order to separate the elastically scat

tered electrons from the lower energy inelastic tail the experimental arrange

ment illustrated schematically in Figure l is used.

The grid Gi is earthed to ensure that electrons travel through a field free 

region between the electron gun and the sample, the grids (G and G3 are biased 

a few volts positive with respect to the primary energy of the electron beam

13
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14 CHAPTER 2. BASIC EXPERIMENTAL PRINCIPLES

hence allowing only elastically scattered to pass to the fluorescent viewing 

screen. The screen is biased 5kV positive in order to accelerate the electrons 

onto the screen thus providing the LEED pattern.

Although complete surface structural determinations are experimentally 

and analytically complicated it is possible to extract information on the pe

riodicity and order of the surface with ease. This makes LEED an attractive 

technique for the in situ characterization of surfaces prior to the application of 

SEXAFS and NISXW; also LEED data on the periodicity of a surface struc

ture makes a useful input in corroborating surface structure determinations 

provided by SEXAFS and NISXW.

Another attraction is that LEED involves the collection of only elastically 

scattered electrons which ensures the surface sensitivity of the technique. The 

reason for this is that the mean free path for electrons in the LEED energy 

range (lOOeV) is of the order of 5 À and thus elastically scattered electrons 

emerging from the surface must originate from within the top few layers of the 

sample.(see Figure 2)

Yet another advantage is that the advanced state of electron beam tech

nology allows the very routine application of LEED to the study of surfaces 

in ultra high vacuum.
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2.3 Auger Electron Spectroscopy

The Auger effect can be observed as a result of eit her electron or photon impact 

ionisation of an atom with Z = 3 or greater. The phenomenon is described 

schematically in Figure 3.

After the creation of a core hole by the removal of an electron of binding 

energy E/c, an electron relaxes into the core hole from a less tightly bound 

state of energy Er,. This releases energy ( E j f - E [ )  which can then be taken 

up by anot her more shallowly bound elect ron of energy E a/. If ( E k - E i_) is 

greater than E ,v/ then an electron of (E k - Et - E,\/ ) is emitted from the 

sample. This energy E klm is a function of three discrete atomic energy levels 

and thus Auger electrons are highly characteristic of the atoms from which 

they are emitted, ffence AES is a good source of information on the chemical 

environment of the sample under study.

The Auger electrons will be emitted from the sample without energy loss 

with one proviso, that is, that they were created a distance from the surface 

which is comparable with the Auger electron's mean free path. The Auger 

electrons collected in this work ranged in energy from 50eV to 2106eV corre

sponding to a range of mean free paths between 6 A and 10 A, (Fig 2) thus 

their collection, without energy loss, outside the surface is a surface sensitive 

probe of chemical environment. This makes AES an attractive technique for 

providing a check on the contamination levels of surfaces studied by SEXAFS 

and NISXVV, and, it is capable of detecting levels of contamination consistent 

with the adsorption of a few °o of a monolayer of contaminants.

Because AES uses the same well developed electron beam technology as 

LEED it is a readily applicable surface science analytical tool in vacuum. An-



•  AUGER ELECTRON

Schematic Diagram of the Auger Process 

When the core hole is created an electron 

of binding energy EB relaxes into this 

core hole releasing energy EA- E B which is 
then taken up by an electron of binding 

energy Ec
This gives rise to an Auger electron of 

energy EA-E B-E C

Figure j A schematic diagram of the Auger effect
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other advantage is that the standard three grid LEED system can be used as 

an energy dispersive detector for Auger electrons, nevertheless in this work an

other type of analyser is used, namely the cylindrical mirror analyser (CMA). 

This is described in detail elsewhere [35],

2.4 Extended X-Ray Absorption Fine 
Structure (EXAFS)

The oscillations in a solid state or molecular atom’s X ray absorption coefficient 

on the high energy side of an absorpt ion edge have been known since 1920 [ 1,2]. 

The first theoretical interpretation was of the near edge structure [3,4], and 

it was not until the 1930’s that Kronig attempted to explain the extended 

structure of the order of 50eV beyond the absorption edge using the newly- 

developed quantum mechanics [5,6], This theory was based on the assumption 

of long range order (LRO) but the fact that the effect was also apparent in 

molecular systems led Kronig to develop a short range order theory also.

It is interesting to note that it was not apparent at this stage that the 

physics of EXAFS was the same for both molecular and solid state environ

ments and could be explained purely in terms of short range order (SRO).

It was only after the contributions of many workers that the modern ac

cepted, SRO, form of the EXAFS equation was arrived at by which time it 

was agreed that the EXAFS oscillations were caused by coherent interference 

between an outgoing photoelectron wave and it’s backscattered counterpart 

(see Figure 4) and that EXAFS was a short range effect.
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This interference between outgoing and backscattered directly modifies the

which is the dipole transition matrix element. These oscillations are rep

resented by the equation

A ct — The pure oscillatory part of the absorption coefficient, in the ex

pression above this is normalised to the total absorption coefficient.

The EXAFS equation is basically a sum of damped sine waves with period

icity determined by the scattering path length 2cj between the central excited 

atom and the neighbouring atomic shell at r} , and the photoelectron phase 

shift term </>_, which is caused by the atomic potentials of both the excited 

central atom and the backscattering neighbours.

Thus a Fourier transform of the EXAFS equation, with respect to photo

electron wavenumber k, should peak at distances characteristic of neighbouring 

shells. This Fourier transform method of analysis was first done in 197L [7] 

and the transform produced only the first few shells in the ‘ radial distribution 

function’ thus demonstrating the correctness of the short range order (SRO) 

theory and turning EXAFS into a useful experimental tool.

In 1975 the full SRO theory of EXAFS ^uolished [8]. This formalism 

expressed the EXAFS as a sum of damped sine waves (as shown above). These 

sine waves are damped by the two terms on the left hand side of the equation, 

the first of these exp( — 2 ( Uj) 2k2 ) is a Debye - Waller type factor which takes 

account of the smearing of co-ordination shells caused by lattice vibrations.

final state thus producing the modulations in the absorption coefficient a where

(7 ~  ( f\H\i Ÿ

J J
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( (uj) ") is the mean square relative amplitude of vibration of neighbouring 

shells.

The second term ex p (^ ^ ) allows for the inelastic scattering that the pho

toelectron may suffer which will prevent it’s contribution to the EXAFS effect.

Other factors influencing the amplitude are Fj(k), the backscattering power, 

which is energy dependent and characteristic of the scattering atom and Nj 

the effective number of near neighbours. This number is not always equal 

to Nj, the actual number of neighbours, due to the strong directionality of 

photoelectron emission along the E vector of the X radiation used to excite 

the photoelectron. This effect can produce strong SEXAFS amplitude varia

tions in data collected at various angles of incidence. These variations are of 

great utility in structure determinations and represent a great advantage of 

the SEXAFS technique.

The approximations involved in this equation are (i) the assumption of sin

gle scattering, this is generally valid in the EXAFS data range, which is fifty eV 

above the edge and beyond, because here the probability of multiple scatter

ing through large angles is small. Thus we can infer that the EXAFS process 

which itself involves 180“ scattering has a low probability of occurrence but it 

is, of course, a single scattering process and hence has a much higher prob

ability of occurrence than an event involving scattering through a succession 

of large angles which is generally necessary in an EXAFS multiple scattering 

process. One instance where multiple scattering events are significant in the 

EXAFS data range occurs for the case where three atoms are collinear along 

the incident X ray beam, here strong forward scattering through 0°, which of 

course has a high probability of occurrence in the EXAFS data range, may
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focus emitter electrons via the second atom onto the third which will lead to 

false conclusions about the third atoms bondlength in the analysis [8]. These 

events do, of course, give longer bondlengths which are easily separable from 

the nearest neighbour information in the Fourier transform. This means that 

the most valuable information given in SEXAFS analysis is unaffected by these 

collinear scattering events. Below fifty eV from the edge, the assumption of 

single scattering is not valid as here electron mean free paths are long and 

scattering cross sections are high and so scattering through large angles and 

long path lengths are plausible.

(ii) The second assumption is that the size of the backscattering atom is 

small with respect to the emitter-scatterer distance, this allows the imping

ing photoelectron to be approximated as a plane wave. This assumption is 

also more valid at higher energies where the effective scattering radius of the 

neighbouring atom is smaller than it is at low k. The assumption is obviously 

less valid for near neighbours than more distant ones.

(iii) It is also assumed that EXAFS is a one electron process, however, in 

certain cases many body effects occur, in these cases energy from the incident 

photon may be imparted to electrons other than the one emitted causing it 

to lose coherence and preventing it taking part in the EXAFS. Other multi

electron effects are taken under the wing of the mean free path term which 

allows for the finite life time of the core-hole [9].

(iv) The final assumption is that a symmetric distribution (Gaussian) func

tion is assumed to account for the thermal averaging of the radial distribution 

function. This is not appropriate in systems possessing vibrational disorder 

where the harmonic approximation is not valid and an assyminetric distribu
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tion function must be used. The effect of these anharmonic vibrations is to 

add an extra term in the EXAFS phase and thus a failure to allow for it can 

produce very significant errors in distance determinations [10].

2.5 SEXAFS Detection Schemes

In order to perform an EXAFS experiment it is necessary to monitor the 

oscillations in the x ray absorption coefficient on the high energy side of an 

absorption edge. In achieving this, EXAFS experimenters have resorted to 

various detection schemes, each involving its strengths and weaknesses.

The first EXAFS experiments measured the absorption by taking the ratio 

of the incident and the transmitted flux passing through the sample, clearly 

this method will provide information on bulk structure only and therefore is 

not generally applicable to surfaces. In order to make EXAFS surface sensitive 

it is necessary to monitor the absorption by some other means . One obvious 

method would be to measure the yield of the directly emitted elastic photoelec

trons , as this signal is expected to be proportional to the EXAFS oscillations, 

however due to the fact that the photoelectron energy is changing throughout 

the experiment, the yield is modulated by photoelectron diffraction. These 

modulations are typically ten times the size of the EXAFS oscillations for an 

angle resolving detector and hence would drown the EXAFS [11]. Due to this 

effect, the direct photoyield signal is not proportional to the rate of creation 

of core holes and hence does not contain pure EXAFS information.

Thus it is necessary to monitor the EXAFS by a less direct means. Another 

way of performing the experiment is to measure the rate of decay of the core 

holes created in the EXAFS process. This decay may occur by either one of two
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processes, fluorescence or Auger electron emission, the competition between 

these two mechanisms is represented by a Z dependent branching ratio. If Z is 

less than 31 then the Auger process dominates (for K shell holes) therefore if 

we measure an Auger yield from a low Z atom as a function of energy beyond 

one of its characteristic x ray absorption edges and we detect these electrons 

outside the surface without energy loss then we have a surface sensitive probe of 

the local atomic structure around this atom. Hence the term surface EXAFS. 

The Auger energy is of course independent of the incident beam energy and 

hence this signal is not modulated by Auger electron diffraction

This form of detection was first employed in 1978 by C'itrin et al [12] af

ter the suggestion of Lee, and Landman and Adams [13,14j that the Auger 

electron intensity should be directly proportional to the x ray absorption co

efficient. This detection scheme has good signal to background characteristics 

at the expense of a weak signal. A larger signal is provided by monitoring the 

total electron yield from the surface during absorption, which is in principle 

also proportional to the absorption coefficient. Nevertheless this scheme has 

its drawbacks. This signal comprises elastic and inelastic photo and Auger 

electrons plus a cascade of low energy secondary electrons some of which have 

long mean free paths and therefore the surface specificity of this scheme is 

highly questionable. In the case of Auger yield however it is possible to select 

Auger electrons with a short mean free path and thus ensure surface sensi

tivity. This scheme has added versatility in that it is possible to select from 

a range of Auger electron transitions each with different energies thus the 

surface sensitivity can be varied to provide information on the structure of 

various near surface regions [15]. Another problem with total yield is that de
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spite its high signal it suffers from poor signal to background characteristics, 

this means that any slight variations in the background can intrude strongly in 

the EXAFS. The strongly curved shape of this background also causes prob

lems in the background subtraction part of the analysis and so the Auger yield 

is generally the preferred electron detection scheme excepting the case when a 

photoelectron peak sweeps through the Auger electron energy. Nevertheless, 

the decision as to which scheme to use can never be made in advance before an 

experiment as the behaviour of signals, noise and backgrounds are dependent 

on the sample system and the experimental equipment, factors which always 

vary from experiment to experiment. Therefore it is necessary to perform pre

liminary experiments on each individual system in order to decide upon which 

detection scheme to use.

If Z is greater than 31 then the fluorescence yield dominates (for K edges)j 

monitoring this signal requires the detection of photons emerging from the 

surface, these have a very long escape depth and hence this scheme is not 

inherently surface specific. However by selecting an angle of incidence well 

below a certain well defined critical angle where the angle of refraction is 

zero, then total external reflection occurs and the penetration depth of the 

x rays is limited to between 20 and 200 Angstroms, thus in this case the 

fluorescence yield is surface specific. Also if a fluorescence yield is measured 

from an adsorbate bonded to a surface and this adsorbate does not diffuse 

into the bulk, then surface sensitivity avails without the need for glancing 

incidence. The disadvantages of this technique are that the signal is very low, 

for low Z adsorbates, and also the fact that fluorescence detectors are generally 

less efficient than electron detectors. A considerable advantage however is that
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fluorescence signals have a very good signal to background ratio, (especially in 

the case of high Z adsorbates on low Z substrates as here there is no significant 

background [16].) which means that fluorescence is a highly sensitive monitor 

of X ray absorption, hence SEXAFS can be studied on very dilute systems [17]. 

Notice also that the fluorescence yield will not be troubled by the intrusion of 

photoelectron peaks in the signal.

Another major advantage is that due to the penetrating nature of fluo

rescent photons a vacuum environment is not necessary and in future it may 

be possible, using suitable high pressure cells with Be or PTFE windows, to 

perform SEXAFS experiments on working catalytic systems.

Another detection scheme involves measuring the reflectivity of x rays from 

the surface, thus we can measure the complex component of the refractive in

dex and hence the absorption. Unfortunately this method also measures the 

real part of the refractive index which, although it contains the EXAFS infor

mation it does so at a phase shifted with respect to the complex part. This 

greatly complicates the EXAFS analysis, however, this contribution can be 

rendered insignificant by performing the experiment at extreme grazing inci

dence below which total external reflection occurs. Thus analysis is simplified, 

however this need for glancing incidence engenders several experimental dif

ficulties, firstly it requires very large samples the homogeneity of which may 

be difficult to ensure secondly, it prevents the performance of polarization de

pendent SEXAFS measurements and, lastly this experiment requires precise 

sample alignment. Another problem which relates to the EXAFS analysis is 

that the optical constants of the sample must be accurately known which is 

unlikely to be the case especially for adsorbates on surfaces.
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One further method for the detection of surface EXAFS oscillations in

volves photon stimulated ion desorption. This process occurs for an important 

class of maximally co-ordinated metal oxides in which a substrate metal atom 

is stripped of all its valence electrons by an adsorbed oxygen atom. Thus, if 

the highest metal substrate atom core hole is created by photon impact then, 

the main relaxation channel for this hole will be via an inter-atomic Auger 

process. A transition that may remove two or three electrons from the oxy

gen atom which will leave it in a strongly repulsive state with respect to the 

surface and therefore the ion will desorb. If we detect this ion yield using a 

time of flight mass spectrometer we will be monitoring the decay of core holes 

in the substrate. Hence we will be measuring SEXAFS using a substrate X 

ray absorption edge. This allows surface structural studies of adsorbates like 

hydrogen which would be impossible by any other means. Other advantages 

include high surface sensitivity and high sensitivity to valence information, for 

instance, if the metal oxide is not maximally co-ordinated there will still be 

valence electrons residing on the metal atom and hence any metal core hole 

will decay via a normal intra-atomic Auger transition and no ion yield will 

be expected. Amongst the disadvantages of this scheme are its low yield of 

ions per incident photon ( 10- ' as compared with 10~2 for electrons) and the 

possibility of electron rather than photon stimulated ion desorption. If the 

desorption is stimulated by inelastically scattered electrons then we will just 

be measuring the same sort of signal as that given by the total yield which , if 

we are using a substrate x ray absorption edge will provide bulk information 

only. Despite these difficulties this technique has been successfully applied to

some chemisorption systems [18,19]
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2.6 Analysis

The analysis of SEXAFS data may proceed by two distinct approaches, one 

is a truly model independent method which requires no preconcieved ideas 

about the structure, the other scheme involves fitting to experimental data 

which does require a guess to be made at the structure which is then refined 

by iteration. This trial input, however, is minimal compared to that required 

for LEED calculations. These approaches are the single shell and multi shell 

methods respectively. The single shell package was developed at Warwick and 

the data simulation program was developed at Daresbury laboratory [20].

Before any of these analyses are possible it is first necessary to subtract 

the background from the experimental data. For single shell analyses, this 

procedure involves the subtraction of a linear background followed by the sub

traction of a cubic spline approximation to the pure atomic absorption. This 

spline is a cubic curve constructed of a series of polynomials, the function 

value and first derivative of these are matched at the link points. Then af

ter normalization to the edge jump (the large rise in photoabsorption at the 

absorption edge) we arrive at

(for definitions of these crs see figure five)

Thus we now have only the oscillatory part of the absorption spectrum 

(EXAFS). The next step is to obtain the oscillations as a function of k, the 

photoelectron wavenumber. This is done by the following change of variable.



X RAY ABSORPTION (Arb Units)

dilations
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where E0 is the zero of the photoelectron kinetic energy scale which is 

arbitrarily selected at the outset of analysis to be the point of inflection on an 

absorption edge. It’s absolute value is fixed later in the analysis (see later).

Thus we now have the EXAFS equation or the fine structure function as 

it is sometimes called

X(*) = - ¿ L ,  r 2; F A k ) s i n ( 2 k r J + 4>j (k ) ) e x p ( - 2 ( u j ) 2k 2) e x p ^
j krj Ak

where all the terms are as previously defined. The fine structure function 

is now weighted by a factor kn, where n = 1,2,3. This is to allow for the 

k dependent attenuations in the various parts of the fine structure function. 

The number n is selected such that all the SEXAFS oscillations in the data 

have equal prominence.

We are now ready to Fourier transform the data, first we select appropriate 

limits in k space to determine the data range to be transformed. These limits 

should be chosen such that the average value of the fine structure function 

is zero over the data range and that the truncation is at a smooth part of 

the spectrum. This is to avoid getting poles at the origin of the transform 

and truncation ripples throughout it’s range. The Fourier transform produces 

a modified radial distribution function characterized by the scattering phase 

shifts and path lengths. In single shell analyses all but the largest peak, 

which corresponds to a nearest neighbour are discarded and the main peak is 

multiplied by a smooth window function (see figures 5,6,7). This isolates the 

first shell contribution prior to a Fourier back transform. It is now possible to 

separate the amplitude and phase parts of the Fourier transform which are the 

modulus and the ratio of the real and imaginary parts of the back transform 

respectively.
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Thus we have the phase term, which is

(2k.r, + <j)j)

The removal of 4>j is the last part of the analysis on the way to rr  In order 

to remove the <t>j term it is necessary to extract the phase function from bulk 

EXAFS data from a ‘ model compound’ containing the same emitter-scatterer 

pair.

Subtracting these two phase function should give

(2A.‘.Cj 2b.imot̂ e/)

the phase term having cancelled. However, due to differences in chemical 

environments that exist between the bulk and surface compounds the cancel

lation may not be perfect. This chemical effect may be allowed for by varying 

the E0 value (chosen arbitrarily at the outset of the analysis), this variation of 

E0 is performed such that the difference of the phase functions, as a function 

of k, passes through the origin, this should give a straight line of gradient

I'exp  ̂model )

Thus measuring this gradient gives the surface bondlength provided that 

the model compound bondlength is accurately known (see fig 8). This part 

of the analysis relies on the idea of phase shift transferability between surface 

and model compounds. This concept has been tested and proven elsewhere

[34]

2.7 Multishell Analysis

If two shells in a given structure are rather close and the data range is short 

then they may both contribute significantly to a single peak in the Fourier
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t ransform and spectral isolation of these by Fourier filtering will not be possible 

and any results obtained by this method may be largely in error. In these cases 

it is therefore necessary to analyse more than one shell at a time and adopt 

a curve fitting approach to the analysis of the EXAFS oscillations. This is 

called multishell analysis. All simulations of this type were performed using 

the EXCURVE program which is described in detail elsewhere [20],

Analysing data this way requires a small amount of modelling of the surface 

structure, ie values of N, and Rt for each shell must be input into the program 

as well as details of atom types and their respective phaseshifts. After this 

trial structure has been input it may be refined iteratively such that the best 

least mean squares fit of theory to experiment is obtained. The parameters 

that may be iterated include;

Tj - the bondlength from the central atom to the atoms in the j th shell

Eq - the energy of the emitted photoelectrons at the edge which was chosen 

arbitrarily at the outset of the analysis as the zero of the photoelectron kinetic 

energy scale, this may be different for each shell as the chemical environment 

for each shell is different .

N* - the effective co-ordination number of the shell which differs from the 

actual co-ordination number N due to the strong directionality of photoemis

sion.

Aj - Debye-Waller type factor (2{ Uj }2) - the mean square relative dis

placement of the shells rather than an actual Debye-Waller factor.

VPI - An imaginary part of the inner potential which produces a decaying 

wave amplitude - this allows for a finite mean free path.

AFAC - This allows for losses in coherence of the photoelectrons due to
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many body effects and effects caused by the finite lifetime of the core-hole.

During these iterations it is important to ensure that all the above param

eters remain physically reasonable.

The phaseshifts employed in the multishell analysis are arrived at in a 

different way than is the case for single shell analysis but, a model compound is 

still required. It is assumed that the structure of this compound is well known 

- so that all the relevant co-ordination lengths and numbers, Debye-Waller 

type factors and atom types are fed into the program - then theoretically 

calculated phase shifts may be iteratively modified to least squares fit the 

‘model compound’ data.

Assuming phase shift transferability we may now fit. surface data using this 

refined phase shift. Of course E0 may be varied in the usual way to allow for 

differences in the chemical environment in the same way as for the single shell 

analysis.

The EXCURVE program may also be used to analyse the amplitude of 

the SEXAFS oscillations. Thus it is possible to analyse the polarization de

pendences of the SEXAFS. It is one of the more prominent advantages of the 

SEXAFS technique that these dependences of amplitude on the angle of inci

dence may be simply analysed. These polarization dependences arise due to 

the well defined state of polarization of the electric vector of the synchrotron 

radiation which gives rise to strongly directional photoelectron emission lead

ing to some shells being ‘ seen’ to a greater extent than others for a given angle 

of incidence. Thus by varying the angle of incidence and noting the corre

sponding amplitude variations of a given shell and comparing these with the 

following expression we may obtain information on bonding angles between
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adsorbate and substrate which can lead to incisive structure determinations

Nj = 3Nj(cos2 9 cos2¡3 + sin2$ cos2f3 cos2(f>)

where 9 =  the angle between the normal to the surface and the polarization 

vector of the incident radiation

and 13 — the angle between the surface normal and the bond between the 

adsorbate and the scatterer

and 4> =  the azimuthal angle between the electric vector and the bond - 

variations due to this term disappear for surfaces possessing greater than 2 

fold symmetry as cos'tp simply averages to 0.5

and Nj =  the co-ordination number of the shell

The polarization dependence of the SEXAFS amplitudes can be quite 

strong for photoelectrons excited from a K shell as the p wave dumb bell 

shape is peaked strongly in the emission direction. In the case of Li or Lj 

photoelectrons, however, photoexcitation is permitted into two channels and 

either s waves or d waves may be produced, these do not have such strongly 

preferred emission directions and hence polarization dependences are not as 

strong and hence they are not as useful for site determination. Here

X
Nj =  0.7Nj + 0.9 V  cos29,J

where 9tJ is the angle between the E vector and the vector joining the absorbing 

atom to the i'*1 atom in the j i/l shell.

2.8 Standing X Ray Waves

The technique of standing X ray waves owe s i t s  existence to a dynamical 

interaction of the incident and reflected X ray beams which occur during a
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Bragg reflection. For this dynamical interplay to occur it is necessary that the 

reflected and incident beams are of comparable intensity, thus the reflection 

has to build up over many lattice planes and a kineinatical approach to this 

diffraction problem is inappropriate. If the reflection is required to build up 

over many lattice planes then it is reasonable to assume that the effect will only 

occur in perfect crystals. For a long time since the first use of the standing 

X ray wave technique ( it was first used as a probe of the electric fields in 

a crystal rather in order to test the dynamical theory of Ewald which was 

developed in 1913) in 1964 [21] this was thought to be the case. However, 

in 1986 the experiment was performed, successfully, for the first time, on a 

non perfect crystal of C u (lll) [22] which was prepared in the normal way for 

surface experiments. This experiment differed from many previous ones in that 

it exploited the fact that the angular width of the Bragg reflection at normal 

incidence is of the order of 1 or 2° and therefore any slight misalignment of the 

crystal planes (inosaicity) of the order of less than a degree will not prevent 

the build up of a Bragg reflection and thus the dynamical interaction may 

occur between primary and reflected beams of comparable intensity. Previous 

experiments had worked at more grazing incidence where the angular width of 

the Bragg reflection was much smaller than it is at normal incidence ( the order 

of microrads) and hence these experiments required samples of high crystalline 

perfection, such perfection was normally only attainable for semiconductor 

crystals [23,24,25,26,27].In the later version of the experiment the sample was 

fixed at normal incidence and the region of total reflection was scanned in 

energy, all previous experiments had scanned the Bragg condition in angle, 

which due to the narrowness of the Bragg condition in angle, required high
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precision sample goniometers which are unnecessary in the NISXVV experiment 

[22]. One group of experimenters had already recognised the possibility of 

performing near normal incidence SXW experiments on a SEXAFS beamline 

but these authors had apparently not noticed the very special advantages of 

performing the experiment at normal incidence [28]. The normal incidence 

experiment also has the advantage of requiring much softer X rays thus giving 

improved monochromator resolution.

In the range of total reflection the dynamical interaction between the re

flected and incident beams leads to the formation of a standing X ray wave 

field in a region 1000's of A deep on either side of the crystal surface. This 

wave field has the same periodicity as the Bragg reflecting planes . As we 

scan in energy throughout the region of total reflection the phase relationship 

between the incident and reflected waves varies such that the phase of the 

resultant standing X ray wave field is translated through a period of one half 

of the layer spacing of the Bragg reflecting planes.

Thus if we have an energy tunable source of photons ( a synchrotron and 

a monochromator for instance) we have a means of carefully controlling the 

position of the antinodal plane of the standing X ray wavefield in the area of 

the lattice planes within several thousands of angstroms of the crystal surface. 

Thus we may expect to see strong modulations of characteristic X ray induced 

electron emissions from either crystal or adsorbate atoms as the Bragg condi

tion is scanned. The maxima of these modulations corresponds to points at 

which the SXW antinode coincides with the atom’s position and the minima, 

of course, corresponds to the point at which the nodal planes of the SXW field 

are centred on the atom’s position. As the wavefield is set up on either side
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of the surface it is possible to study the geometry of adsorbates bonded to 

surfaces ( as well as the distribution of bulk and near surface interstitial or 

substitutional impurities and crystal defects). This is achieved by measuring 

the energy dependence of the adsorbate’s X ray absorption and subsequently 

analysing the shape position and size of the resultant modulation.

2.9 N IS X W  Detection Schemes

The NISXW modulations may be detected by monitoring Auger emission, 

Fluorescence , Ion yield, sample current, or any of the schemes suggested in 

section five, ( sample current and total yield, of course, have no energy dis

crimination and so cannot be used to study adsorbate geometry). The decision 

as to which to use must refer to arguments presented in that section but the 

NISXW modulations are of course much larger than SEXAFS modulations 

(typically over an order of magnitude larger) and so signal to noise is not such 

a consideration here as it is for SEXAFS.

In all previous studies several methods of detection have been employed, 

namely fluorescence [29], Auger emissions [30] and photoelectron yields [31]. 

In studies which attempt to probe the distribution of bulk impurities fluores

cence detection is preferred due to it's high sensitivity to low concentrations 

[32]. For studies of near surface regions, however, the more surface sensitive 

scheme of Auger detection may be preferred, but recent work employing both 

Fluorescence and Auger yield on the c(2 x 2)S - Ni( 100) surface [T Yokoyama 

et al unpublished ] has suggested that problems of background subtraction 

for the Auger detection scheme have resulted in erroneous results and that 

fluorescence is the indispensible detection scheme. It is possible, however,
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that the discrepancy between the Auger and fluorescence yield values for the 

NISXW layer spacings, found by these authors, may also be accounted for by 

assuming that S diffuses into the bulk Ni or that S impurities already in the 

Ni crystal are contributing to the experimental signal, thus giving an inaccu

rate adsorbate-substrate layer spacing. Nevertheless the absolute reliability of 

either detection scheme is as yet undetermined.

2.10 Theory

The equations describing the NISXW technique are found by solving Maxwell’s 

equations for the case of periodic dielectric constant, this procedure finds a 

Bragg band gap in the spectrum of the traveling wave solutions to these equa

tions and only standing wave solutions are possible in this band gap which 

corresponds to the range of total reflection.The range of this region of total 

reflection is inversely proportional to the strength of the scattering from the 

Bragg planes. The reason for this is that a strong scatterer will reflect more 

X rays than a weak one thus limiting the penetration depth of the X rays and 

hence reducing the number of scatterers taking part in the reflection. This in 

turn leads to a widening of the energy width of the Bragg reflection. During 

this region of total reflection the standing X ray wave field is set up, the phase 

of this wave field moves as we tune in energy across the Bragg reflection (as 

described in the last section) and this gives rise to the modulation of the X ray 

excited yield of the adsorbate atom. The basic equation describing the SXW 

yield is,

1(A)  =  (1 + 2 ^ / ,  cos(u -  2x £ - )  + ( ^ r ) J) 
t 0 «// to

where
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Eg
E0

Eh ■(n ±  (rf -  1 )= )

and

AO sin20g + T F0 f i l  1
|p;r (FhF.h)*

if we change variable, we have

(-■ 2 f  surOg + T F0) 
|P!r (Fh f .h )*

where 1(A) is the Auger yield

Eq and Eg are the incident and reflected electric fields respectively. 

d. is the layer spacing of the X ray absorbing atom.

/, is the coherent fraction of the absorbers ie the percentage that may be 

ascribed to a particular layer spacing d..

i/ is the standing X ray wave phase angle.

dg is the bulk lattice interlayer spacing for a given set of Bragg reflecting 

planes.

Fg and F_g are the structure factors for the Fg and the F_g reflections 

respectively.

r) is a dimensionless parameter which describes the range of total reflection 

which occurs if 1 < tj < 1 and 7] — 0 corresponds to the centre of this range.

P is the polarization factor which equals cos20g. for Og = 90° this is equal 

to unity.

and

47T tome1 7r V
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Where V is the volume of the unit cell, A is the X-ray wavelength, e and m 

are the charge and mass of the electron, e is the permittivity of free space and 

c is the velocity of light

So we can now describe the behaviour of the NISXW modulated Auger 

yield in terms of the incident photon energy throughout the range of total 

reflection. As the quantity is complex it is possible to define a phase for

EftBo

, real part o f  Eh
v = tan ' '------:---------- :— 'im aginary part o j  t .o

this phase angle varies from 0 to 7r in the range of total reflection (Note 

that v = the standing wave phase angle referred to earlier) and a maximum 

in the Auger yield will occur if ^  = j*-.

2.11 N ISX W  Analysis

The analysis of the NISXW data consists o f modelling the experimental data 

using the equations detailed in section .10. This is achieved using a set of 

FORTR AN programs which were written by D P Woodruff. The first of these 

programs has the function of calibrating the energy scales of the NISXW data 

sets. This was necessary as the energy ranges of the raw data sets were found to 

be susceptible to slight drifts of the monochromator calibration. Even though 

these drifts were always less than a few eV they still posed a real problem 

as the analysis procedures depend upon the accurate determination of the 

energy differences between the peaks of the experimental signals in order that 

an accurate layer spacing may be obtained. These differences were usually 

never more than 2 to 4 eV, hence the need for calibration is apparent.
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This calibration was obtained by the simultaneous measurement of total 

yield signals from the surface during all scans. The energy at the peaks of the 

total yield scans was assumed to be constant for all experimental scans. The 

alignment program then measured the difference in energy location between 

the peak of the total yield signal and the peak of the Auger signal whereupon 

it set the total yield peaks at a certain fixed point in a relative energy range 

and referenced the Auger signal to this point. This procedure was adopted for 

the referencing of both adsorbate and substrate signals.

Secondly, the data sets were background subtracted. This was done by 

simply subtracting experimental signals which were measured fifty eV above 

the Auger peak from the signals measured at the Auger peak energy. The 

signals measured 50eV above the Auger peak were deemed characteristic of 

the background due to their close resemblance to the total yield signals and 

substrate Auger signals which are derived from the substrate as is the main 

part of the background.

Thirdly, the substrate profile is modelled, this is assumed to fit to a d. 

value of 0.0A, which is a reasonable assumption as this signal is collected in 

appreciable measure from at least six substrate layers and it is expected that 

only the top few layers will be slightly, if at all, disturbed from their normal 

bulk equilibrium positions (ie 0.0.4, LEED and Ion scattering results usually 

find these disturbances to produce distortions of only a few % of the bulk 

interlayer spacing). At this stage the non structural parameters are varied in 

order to fit the O.OA profile, these are; the Debye-Waller factor, the coherent 

fraction and, the energy broadening of the monochromator output which is 

assumed to be Gaussian. The coherent fraction is defined the percentage of
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X-ray absorbing atoms at the layer spacing being modelled. For the modelling 

of the 0.0A layer the coherent fraction was usually found to be around 0.9, for 

adsorbate layers it was somewhat smaller, usually around 0.8 to 0.85.

Fourthly, assuming the values for the non structural parameters derived in 

the last process, the adsorbate profile is fitted by varying d: in the first equation 

in section 2.10 In this procedure care is taken that the size and shape as well as 

the energy location of this profile is correctly fitted. These fits were monitored 

by visual assessment only. Single, aligned, background subtracted spectra 

were analysed singly in order to estimate experimental errors. Summations of 

data sets were also analysed so long as they were first deemed reproducible. 

Problems of reproducibility outside quoted error bars [ see forthcoming results] 

were never experienced.

A further program was available in order that systems involving multiple 

adlayer occupation could be analysed. This program calculated NISXYV pro

files involving a range of relative occupancies of two distinct layer spacings. 

This procedure was found necessary for the analysis of data from Cu(lll)-t- S 

surface see Chapter 5.
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C h apter 3

E xp erim en tal D etails

3.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the procedures and hardware involved in SEXAFS and 

NISXW data acquisition.

3.2 The Beam Line

All the experiments reported here, save for sample characterization studies 

performed at Warwick, were carried out at beamline six, station three of the 

Daresbury laboratory synchrotron radiation source (SRS).

The output of this machine forms a broad continuum of X ray energies, 

but the SEXAFS and NISXW experiments require a continuously tunable 

photon source and thus a scanning monochromator is required to select the 

X ray wavelengths needed for experimentation. Another requirement of the 

experiments is that a small X ray beam is incident on the sample - ( to get as 

many photons as possible into the spot size sampled by the OMA ) the ultra 

high vacuum (U.H.V.) layout used in order to meet these exacting criteria 

is shown schematically in Figure 1. The beam direct from the SRS is 2mm 

horizontal and 0.4mm vertical f.w.h.m.. A two to one demagnilication of this
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beam size is achieved by a toroidal premirror (see Fig 1) .This premirror is 

made of quartz and is coated with a layer of gold such that it acts as a high 

energy X ray cut off filter. The reason for this is that for monochromatic X 

rays incident on a planar surface there exists a well defined angle of incidence 

below which the angle of refraction is zero and total external reflection occurs. 

This angle is dependent on energy in the following manner

T 20 ptvp . ----- d-_

where

'l'c(mrad) = the critical angle for total external reflection 

and p (gem-3) = the density of the material 

and E(KeV) = the energy of the X rays

Thus the critical angle becomes smaller the higher the incident X ray en

ergy. The SRS beam impinges on the premirror at 0.5° grazing incidence, this 

gives a high energy cut off of ll.lK eV ( ie any X ray of energy higher than 

ll.lK eV  is absorbed by the premirror). A lower energy cut off is also required 

in order to remove the ultra violet component of the SRS beam which would 

otherwise transmit through the monochromator by specular reflection. This 

is achieved by a rack of ten carbon filters, each 2000.4. thick, which absorb 

strongly in the u.v. region .

After the beam is demagnified and filtered it enters a U.H.V. compatible 

double crystal monochromator which operates using the phonomenon of Bragg 

reflection from a crystal (see figure 2). Scanning of the energy output of this 

monochromator is achieved by rotating the monochromator crystals in order 

to vary the angle of incidence of the X rays onto the crystals and thus vary 

the energy of Bragg reflection. This angle of incidence variation is achieved
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by stepper motors outside the vacuum (see Fig 2 [1]) the movements of which 

are calibrated by optical interference encoders.

The crystals are in antiparallel arrangement and if both may rotate and 

the bottom translate then this arrangement allows for an exit beam from 

the monochromator which has a constant vertical deviation throughout the 

monochromator’s energy range. Thus the beam is spatially fixed throughout 

an experimental scan, unless, of course, the beam moves in the synchrotron 

ring.

The crystals angular ranges are between 13° and 72° and by utilizing three 

pairs of crystals G e(lll), InS b(lll) and, Ge(220) any energy range between 

1745eV and lllOOeV is obtainable.

After the experimenter selects an energy range the Bragg angles required 

are computer calculated from the trigonometry of the instrument and then 

the crystals are stepper motor driven to the calculated encoder values. This 

procedure alone usually results in no output from the monochromator. This 

is due to the fact that the first monochromator crystal receives the white light 

continuum from the SRS and is thus subject to a high thermal load, this 

load may produce a temperature differential between the two crystals of as 

much as 200 °C (this depends, of course, on the electron synchrotron beam 

current which is normally between 100 and 300mA). Therefore the 2d spacing 

of the first monochromator crystal may be appreciably different from that of 

the second and hence the simply calculated Bragg angle will not produce a 

beam onto the second crystal. This is the main reason why a computerized 

peak finding routine is necessary. Another reason for the peak finding routine 

is to allow for the removal of beam contamination which is caused by higher
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order Bragg reflections from the monochromator crystals. The peak finding 

routine involves rotating the first crystal until an an X ray output is monitored 

coming out of the monochromator. This output signal is measured as a drain 

current from a photodiode (86% transmittance copper mesh) and this current 

is then used as a signal for a feedback loop into the computer and thus the 

peak of the monochromator’s output for a given energy may be accurately 

tuned by the computer. This drain current is in the range of 10 ~9 to 10 -u  

amps and is measured by a Keithley picoammeter. This simple tuning to 

the peak of the monochromator’s output for a given energy, however, will not 

remove contamination of the beam caused by higher order Bragg reflections 

from the monochromator crystals. Thus harmonic rejection is required . This 

harmonic rejection is achieved by exploiting the fact that higher order Bragg 

reflections have a narrower energy width than the lower order reflections, thus 

by detuning away from the peak of the monochramator output, it is possible 

to reject all the higher order contamination whilst still retaining most of the 

required Bragg reflection. Generally the detuning process rejects 20% of the 

maximum signal.

Another effect of the thermal loading is that it causes a deflection of the 

beam (see figure 3 [1]).

Before the beam arrives at the sample chamber it passes through beam 

defining apertures which may be required to match the beam size to sample size 

and therefore another signal monitor is required to measure the flux after this 

aperture as only this signal will be suitable for normalizing the experimental 

signal (this is necessary as it removes any spurious oscillations in the beam 

that may pass through the monochromator).The beam may also pass through
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a rack of calibration foils to provide energy calibration for the monochromator. 

This calibration is done by referencing monochromator output to absorption 

edges characteristic of the foil, these absorption edges can be seen in the drain 

current from the calibration foil. After calibration is complete the foils are 

removed.(This monochromator is discussed in greater detail elsewherefl])

3.3 The Sample Chamber

The beam now arrives in the sample chamber which is illustrated schematically 

in figure 4. This chamber is pumped to below 10 _9mbar by a combination of 

rotary, sorption, and turbo pumping as well as cryopanel and titanium sub

limation pumping. The total pressure is measured by a Bayerd-Alpert gauge 

and the partial pressures of the individual component gases of the vacuum are 

measured by a Vacuum Generators residual gas analyzer ( a quadrupole mass 

spectrometer).

Prior to the formation of chemisorbed overlayers and synchrotron radiation 

experimentation, a clean well ordered surface must be obtained. All samples 

are initially prepared outside vacuum by spark machining from a single crystal 

bar. This resulted in elliptically shaped copper crystals of major axis 15mm 

and minor axis 12mm and 2mm thickness, some measurements were made on 

a Ni crystal, this was circular with a radius of 5mm. After spark erosion the 

crystallographic orientation of the sample is checked by Laue diffraction. All 

crystals were found to be within 1° of the manufacturer’s specified orientation. 

The crystal is then polished by diamond paste down to a particle size of 1 

micron. The resulting surface is inadequate for surface science experiments and 

some in vacuum sample preparation is required. The experimental surfaces are
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obtained by a combination of argon ion bombardment and thermal annealing. 

To this end the sample chamber was equipped with a Vacuum Generators 

argon ion gun and a sample manipulator capable of in vacuum electron beam 

heating. Typical argon ion energies were from 2 to 4kV and ion currents 

ranged from 20 to 50p A. Sample temperatures of five to six hundred °C were 

monitored by a chromel-alumel thermocouple which was spot welded to the 

sample holder. The sample holder is supported on a Vacuum Generators high 

precision long throw manipulator which is equipped with X,Y, and Z drives as 

well as polar and azimuthal rotations.

After several cycles of argon ion bombardment and annealing the surface 

order and cleanliness of the sample were checked by LEED and AES respec

tively. The number of cycles required depends on the sample's ‘history’- more 

cycles being required for those crystals which have only recently been spark 

machined.

The LEED experiments were performed using a Vacuum Generators LEED 

optics (see chapter 2) and AES was measured by a Physical Electronics dou

ble pass precision cylindrical mirror analyser (C'MA) which has already been 

described in detail elsewhere [2]. This dispersive electron energy analyzer 

was used for experiments involving both electron and photon impact ioniza

tion of the sample (ie for SEXAFS and NISXVV as well as AES). Electrons 

were incident from an integral electron gun which was mounted on the axis of 

the CMA. In this electron impact mode the experimental signal is measured 

by phase sensitive detection - technique which enhances the signal variations 

caused by Auger emission the details of which are reported elsewhere [3]. For 

the case of photon impact ionization sample currents are much lower ~~ 10-9 to
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10_11amps rather than ~ 10-6amps and electronic pulse counting techniques 

are required to collect the experimental signal. For both types of data acquisi

tion the detector resolution is 0.6% of the measured energy [2]. ( The detector 

was run inunretarded mode)

A total electron yield detector was also mounted in the sample chamber, 

this detector collected SEXAFS data simultaneously with the CMA, none 

of these total yield SEXAFS data, however, were analysed due to the fact 

that superior signal to noise relative to the edge jump was obtained by CMA 

detection.

Total yield signals did, however, provide useful information in the analysis 

of the NISXW data. These measurements provided energy calibration for the 

NISXVV signals, this was necessary due to the experimental drift which was 

observed in the monochromator calibration. In order to obviate this difficulty 

simultaneous total yield measurements were collected during all NISXW scans. 

The total yield signal is dominated by electrons from the substrate and it s 

profile (modulation) should maximise at an energy location corresponding to 

that which would expected for an emission from a layer of atoms at 0.0 A with 

respect to the substrate. It is safe to assume that this energy location of the 

maximum in the total yield signal will always be the same for all experimental 

scans. Thus referencing all the Auger detected signals from the CMA to the 

total yield detector's signal maximum provides suitable energy calibration for 

the NISXW scans. No other signal (save for sample current) can be used as 

a reference as it is necessary that this calibration signal is measured during 

all NISXW scans. Previous experiments have measured X ray reflectivity si

multaneously with fluorescence yields in order to calibrate their energy scales.
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This calibration is necessary because NISXW analysis relies on accurate mea

surements of the separation in energy of Auger emissions from adsorbate and 

substrate atoms, which must be measured, for obvious reasons, in separate 

experimental scans. These differences are rarely more than 4eV and the cali

bration drift of the monochromator has been found to be of the leV from scan 

to scan hence the need for calibration of all NISXW scans.

3.4 S on C u (lll)

The ( V7.Av'7)R-19.1°-S surface was formed by backfilling the U.H.V. chamber 

with HjS from a base pressure of less than 10~9mbar to a final steady state 

pressure of 1 x 10_8mbar. Various exposures were obtained, these were between 

5 and 50L (1L = 10~°torr for l second). The H>S gas was of research grade 

and was supplied by B.O.C., it’s purity was quoted as 99.99%. The purity 

could be monitored in situ by the mass spectrometer trace (VG SX‘200)- (this 

was to check for contamination in the gas line). The rate of entry of H.>S to 

the sample chamber was controlled by a standard leak valve. All exposures, 5 

to 50L , gave rise to the same LEED pattern (v'7 A' v7)R  19.1°-S, and the 

surfaces formed were shown to be contamination free by AES.

All SEXAFS measurements were recorded above the sulphur K edge at 

2472eV. The energy range of these scans was from 2450eV to 2950eV . These 

scans were divided into 2eV increments and the counting time for each step 

was ten seconds. Total data acquisition times were typically of the order of 

one hour. To exploit the polarization dependence of the SEXAFS oscillations 

the experiments were performed at two different angles of incidence (36° and 

90°) (ie the spectra were recorded with the X-ray beam normally incident on
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the surface and with the beam 54° off normal). The SEXAFS oscillations 

in the X ray absorption cross section were monitored by detecting the KLL 

Auger electrons at 2106eV. No difficulties were experienced with substrate and 

adsorbate photopeaks traveling through the energy ‘window’ of the detector.

For the NISXW experiments the modulation of the X ray absorption coef

ficient were monitored by measuring the S KLL yield at 2106eV and the Cu 

LVV yield at 910eV, this time however the monochromator was set to scan 

through a range of 15eV on either side of the normal incidence C'u( 111) Bragg 

reflection. This range was from 2960eV to 2990eV and contained 151 data 

acquisition points at 0.2eV intervals. Each increment had a counting time of 

three seconds giving a total data acquisition time of approximately 15 minutes. 

As well as detecting electrons in the Auger peak we also ran scans in which 

the detector ‘window’ was set to detect electrons fifty electron volts above the 

Auger peak energy. This signal was collected in order to perform background 

subtractions. This background is constituted of inelastically scattered pho

toelectrons which have a yield which also modulates in the Bragg reflection 

energy range, if these electrons were allowed to contribute to the analysed 

modulation then the modulation would be unrepresentative of the structure 

of the adsorbed overlayer (or the substrate structure if a substrate emission 

is measured). Care is taken to ensure that both the on and off peak NISXW 

scans are representative of the required signal. To this end various energy 

distribution curves were measured at several photon energies throughout the 

Bragg reflection range to check that no photopeak directly interfered with the 

experimental signals. Collecting these energy distribution curves (EDC’s) in

volved setting the monochromator at a fixed photon energy and then scanning
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the CM A detector window throughout the entire energy range of the electrons 

emitted from the surface.

3.5 CHjS on C u (lll)

The C'H3S on C u (lll)  surface was formed by backfilling the chamber to a 

pressure of 10~s mbar with dimethyl disulphide (CH3S)>. This gas was ad

mitted to the sample chamber in the same way as the H3S. Exposures from 

5 to 50L were experimented upon. These surfaces possessed no long range 

order and because exposure to an electron beam for a short time results in 

the decomposition of C'H3S to form (v'7 A v 7) R 19.1°-S. Thus AES was not 

possible and checks for contamination were performed using incident photons 

in an XPS experiment.

The SEXAFS measurements were recorded above the sulphur K edge at 

2472eV . These were performed at 60° off normal and at normal incidence 

(ie at 903 and 30° incidence respectively) These scans were recorded over the 

same ranges as the H>S experiments. The normal incidence standing X ray 

wave scans were monitored by detecting the sulphur KLL and the copper 

LVV Auger emissions, at 2106eV and 910eV respectively, in the range of the 

C u (lll) Bragg reflection. Once again on and off peak scans were collected 

in exactly the same way as for the case of atomic S adsorption (ie incident 

photons between 2960eV and 2990eV)

3.6 Hg on Ni(100)

This surface was formed by dosing a clean Ni(100) crystal for a few minutes 

with an SAES getter source. After dosage the surface exhibited a c(2 x 2)



A LEED photograph of the ( v 7 A' v 7JR19.1 -S overlayer on Cu( 111)

A LEED photograph of the Ni( 100)c( J X 2)-Hg overlayer
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LEED pattern and was found to be contamination free by AES, some prob

lems were encountered with carbon contamination but these were solved by 

annealing the crystal in an atmosphere of oxygen.

SEXAFS measurements were attempted above the Hg My edge at 2295eV. 

Data was collected from only one angle of incidence due to the poor quality of 

this SEXAFS data (only two runs were collected, see chapter 6).

NISXVV measurements were performed by detecting Ni LVV (848eV) and 

Hg MNN (2072eV) Auger electrons in the vicinity of the normal incidence 

Ni(200) Bragg reflection at 3522eV. As in previous experiments these scans 

were collected on either side of the Bragg reflection in a range of 30 electron 

volts. This range was used for both on Auger peak and off Auger peak scans
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C h ap ter 4

C H 3S on C u ( l l l )

4.1 Introduction

Until the mid nineteen seventies the study of the detailed structure of adsor

bates on surfaces was dominated by the use of low energy electron diffraction. 

Amongst the limitations of this technique are the fact that it cannot be used 

to study adsorption systems which do not possess long range order and also 

that the usage of electrons as a structural probe may result in the alteration 

or damage of the system under study. These problems are rather severe in the 

case of molecular adsorption systems which frequently do not show long range 

order and often involve weak intramolecular or molecule to substrate bonding. 

(For the C H 3 S C u (lll) system reported here it is known that the exposure of 

this system to an electron beam of the type used in LEED experiments Ep ~ 

lOOeV results in the scission of the C'-S bond).

The SEXAFS technique is not subject to either of these limitations and 

hence it is expected to be highly applicable to the study of the structure of 

molecular adsorption. Despite this fact it appears that the technique has not 

yet been extensively applied in this area even though the need for structural 

information on molecular adsorption is crucial to the understanding of a range

55
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of surface chemical reactions, ie MBE, MOMBE and some catalytic reactions, 

where the idea of an active molecular adsorption site is thought to be very 

important. Other surface analytic techniques like reflection absorption infra 

red spectroscopy (RAIRS) and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) have 

been more widely applied to molecular adsorption at well characterized sub

strates. These techniques provide detailed information on the chemical nature 

of the adsorbate, the molecular orientation on the surface and also some infor

mation on the adsorption site is often indicated [1], but this is cosiderably less 

incisive than that which is readily obtained by SEXAFS. Certainly the data 

acquired to date on surface structure by vibrational spectroscopies could not 

be employed as an input to calculations of local surface electronic structure 

whereas SEXAFS data have been used for this purpose [2].

The technique of normal incidence standing X ray waves, because it involves 

incident photons, is also applicable to the study of molecular chemisorption 

structures and once again long range ordering is not required.

Some previous SEXAFS studies of molecular adsorption have involved the 

catalytically relevant interaction between the formate species HC'OO and the 

C'u(100)[3| and Gu( 110)[4] surfaces. One of these studies also produced results 

for CH30  on Cu(100). All these experiments have the common features that 

the data are recorded above the K absorption edge of oxygen at 543eV and 

that all of these data are of poorer quality than that which was collected for 

mercaptide on C u (lll)  which is the system studied here. The contrast is 

particularly stark when comparing OH aS/Cuflll) data with that which was 

obtained for the mercaptide group’s oxygen analogue, CH3O, on Cu(100). The 

reason for the better quality of the mercaptide on copper SEXAFS data is due
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to the fact that sulphur has a deeper lying K edge (2472eV) than oxygen, 

and hence it’s EXAFS will attenuate less rapidly than for oxygen as EXAFS 

oscillations fall off with a rapidity in inverse proportion to the binding energy 

of the X ray absorption edge above which they are recorded. Also the fact 

that the Cu-S bondlength is expected to be longer than the Cu-0 bondlength 

means that more oscillations are observed in a given data range for the Cu-S 

system than in the Cu-0 system. This improves the accuracy of the data 

analysis. A very large bondlength, however, can lead to very small EXAFS 

oscillations due to the d, factor in the EXAFS equation. Nevertheless for 

the C u(lll)- CH3S system studied here this factor is outweighed by the other 

favourable circumstances outlined above and it is hoped that systems like 

this with deep lying edges might help in gaining a better understanding of 

the chemistry of analogous molecules containing lower Z components which 

are harder to study by SEXAFS. Results of NISXW studies also gave rather 

good signal to noise characteristics and a corroborative interpretation of both 

SEXAFS and NISXW data has been found. These results suggest a structural 

rearrangement of the substrate which is the first reported case of adsorbate 

induced reconstruction caused by molecular adsorption

4.2 Results

The raw data sets were collected at 90° (normal) incidence and 30° (60° off 

normal) incidence of the X ray beam to the surface. These data sets were 

measured above the S K edge at 2472eV and are shown in figure 1. They were 

measured by collecting sulphur KLL electrons (2106eV) and this detection 

scheme gave acceptable signal to noise characteristics as well as very well



Figure 4.1 RAW DATA SETS CH3S on Cu (111)
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behaved and stable backgrounds. Analysis followed the routes suggested in 

chapter two. Background removal and normalization was straightforward for 

both angles of incidence. Fourier transformation from k space into real space 

(Figures 2a and 2b) revealed that the data was dominated by a single distance 

and that the Fourier filtering single shell analysis, gave acceptable bondlength 

determinations for the nearest neighbour Cu-S distance. The dominance of the 

first nearest neighbour shell is particularly evident for the normal incidence 

data , for the case of the off normal data, however, a low K peak is visible. 

This is attributable to C-S scattering within the mercaptide group. This C-S 

shell was analysable using the EXCURVE programs [5] and taking the results 

of both single and multishell analyses it was apparent that no appreciable 

interference occurred between the Cu-S and the C-S shells.

The result of single shell analysis for both angles of incidence gave a nearest 

neighbour Cu-S bondlength of 2.38A ±  0.03A. This analysis used a CuCl

model compound rather than C'uS. The reason for this was that the bulk 

structure of CuCl is better characterized than it is for C’uS [6] and the principle 

of phase shift transferability appeared to hold between S and Cl as a shift 

of only a few eV was necessary to describe the S/Cu scattering adequately. 

In order to validate this transferability further some NiS phase shifts were 

employed in the multishell analysis (see later)- these had been used in a recent 

SEXAFS study of the adsorption of S on N i(lll)[7] and these phase shifts 

as well as theoretically calculated C'uS phaseshifts provided results within the 

error limits we obtained with the CuCl model compound phaseshift.

The results of Fourier back transformation of the windowed Fourier trans

forms are shown superimposed on the background subtracted fine structure
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functions and the dominance of the scattering by a single shell is clearly evi

denced (see figures 3).

4.2.1 Multishell Analysis

More detailed results are obtained using the more sophisticated EXCURVE 

multishell analysis package [5]. This program used the same phase shifts as 

those used in the single shell analysis for the Cu-S scattering as well as some 

calculated Cu-S phaseshifts and some experimentally derived NiS phaseshifts 

[7j , these provided the same result and thus phase shift transferability between 

the model compound and the experimental system was adequately demon

strated. A theoretically calculated carbon phase shift was used to describe the 

C-S scattering. This phase shift was not optimised to a model compound and 

hence the accuracy of the C-S bondlength obtained (which was 1.88A) cannot 

readily be ascertained, however, comparison with the Cu-S bondlength in the 

free mercaptan molecule which is 1.81A indicates that the value of 1.88A is 

plausible when considering that the error bar on this C-S bondlength is likely 

to be larger than for the Cu-S shell.

The contribution of the C shell at 60° off normal incidence is evidenced 

by the differences at low K between these data and the normal incidence data 

(3a - 1 to 4.A-1 see figures 4a and b) and the incorporation of a carbon shell 

provides a good fit to the additional structure between 3 and dA-1 in the off 

normal incidence data.

The amplitude analysis of the carbon sulphur scattering allows a determi

nation of the absorber to scatterer angle, ¡3, relative to the surface normal. 

If the angle of incidence of the X radiation polarization vector relative to the 

surface normal is tt then the amplitude of the SEXAFS contributed by a given
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scatterer ( or set of symmetrically equivalent scatterers) is given by

Nj = 3Nj(cos26 cos2¡3 + 0.5sin2» sin2[3)

thus the observed absence here of any C-S scattering at 8 — 90° indi

cates that ¡3 =  0° ±  15°. This means that the mercaptide group is bonded 

perpendicularly to the surface. This conclusion is in agreement with a pre

vious photoelectron diffraction study of the inethoxy (CH30 ) group bonding 

behaviour on the Cu(100) surface [8], but not with simple interpretations of 

Near Edge X ray Absorption Fine Structure data (NEXAFS) for this same 

mercaptide system [9], but the discrepancy with this NEXAFS study is be

lieved to be attributable to inadequacies of the interpretation of the NEXAFS 

data.

Data from both angles of incidence gave evidence of the role of S-S scatter

ing at a separation of 3.4 ±  0.15À. The amplitude of this scattering is greater 

at normal incidence than for 30° incidence by a factor of fourteen to one. Anal

ysis of this polarization dependence (using the equation above) gave a value of 

[3 of 80 ±  10°. These two observations would correspond to a 0.7ML coverage 

of S in a coplanar layer above the copper surface - (if this phase covered the 

entire surface. )

The reliability of these conclusions about the C-S and S-S shells is reduced 

by the fact that S-S and C-S scattering is very weak to the dominating Cu-S 

scattering in the data. Nevertheless they constitute useful secondary informa

tion.

The bondlength obtained for the nearest neighbour Cu-S scattering is iden

tical to that given by the single shell analysis which was 2.38 ±  0.03Â. Studies 

of the dependence of this shells EXAFS amplitude on the X ray polarization
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gave a ¡3 value 60 ±  5°. This angle is greater than the ‘magic’ angle of 54.7° - 

at this bond angle the scattering shell shows no dependence of it’s amplitude 

on X ray polarization. For bond angles below 54.7° the scattering shell shows 

stronger EXAFS for X ray beams angles closer to grazing incidence and for 

bond angles greater (ie values of (3) than 54.7° the scattering shell would show 

stronger EXAFS modulations for X ray beams closer to normal incidence on 

the sample surface. For most systems involving simple overlayer chemisorption 

into well defined high symmetry sites of the surface with no distortion of the 

substrate, the first nearest neighbour bond angle (/i) is usually considerably 

less than 54.7° and hence stronger EXAFS is usually seen at more grazing 

incidence. In fact all values of ¡3 which would be found for simple overlayer 

chemisorption of the S atom in the mercaptide group into high symmetry sites 

at an undistorted C 'u(lll) surface fall between 0° (for the atop site) and 38° 

(for the three fold hollow) and hence the bond angle found here by SEXAFS 

is inconsistent with simple overlayer chemisorption. (These values of f3 have 

been calculated assuming the measured C’u-S bond length from an undistorted 

lattice.)

Taking the bondlength of 2.38 ±  0.03A and the bondangle of 60° together 

gives a vertical distance of 1.2 ±  0.1 A for the sulphur overlayer formed by the 

adsorption of the mercaptide group. Referring to the polarization dependence 

of the S-S scattering ( which gave a ¡3 value of 80 ±  10°) it is believed that 

this S overlayer is not appreciably buckled. This observation is borne out by 

the NISXW data shown in figure five.

Figure five shows normal incidence standing X ray wave data (NISXW) 

for the CH5S on C 'u(lll) system with theoretical simulations superimposed.
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Analysis of the amplitude, shape, and energy position of this modulation is 

consistent with an adsorbate substrate layer spacing of 1.15 ±  0.05A which 

corroborates the layer spacing suggested by SEXAFS. The value of the coher

ent fraction for this system is 0.85 (ie 85% of the sulphur atoms are at this 

location (1.15 ±  0.05A) - a result which is consistent with the sulphur- sulphur 

bond angle determined by SEXAFS.

Taking these results together effectively rules out the possibility of simple 

chemisorption as the layer spacings corresponding to all the simple overlayer 

chemisorption bond angles would all fall between 1.88A and 2.38A and so 

all these sites are clearly incompatible with the data from either experimental 

technique.

As the possibility of simple overlayer chemisorption is ruled out it is neces

sary to consider a model for the surface structure which involves a substantial 

structural rearrangement of the substrate by the mercaptide group. Possibili

ties which were investigated involved the partial penetration of the Cu surface 

by the adsorbed sulphur atom. In this case it is proposed that the sulphur 

atom forces it’s way down into surface opening up a three fold hollow' as it 

does so. The exact nature of this opening up of a three fold hollow is eluci

dated by taking the Cu-S bondlength of 2.38 ±  0.03A and layer spacing of 

1.15 ±  0.05A and assuming that the S atom is sited directly above the centre 

of a three fold hollow. This implies that the projection of this bond parallel 

to the surface would be 2.05A as opposed to 1.47A which would be the case 

for simple overlayer chemisorption - ie no distortion of the substrate. Hence 

a movement of the surface copper atoms of 0.6A parallel to the surface would 

occur, this movement would, of course, redefine the Cu-Cu spacing on the top
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layer of the copper surface which would change from 2.55A to become 3.58A. 

It is of interest to note that this distance is close to the S-S distance which was 

implied by the SEXAFS data (3.40 ±0.15A). The opening up of the three fold 

hollow is, of course, a rather dramatic alteration of the surface structure but 

there is no evidence for long range order in this system (LEED experiments 

having led to the breaking of the C-S bond to give the (\/7 X  \/7) R 19.1°-S 

pattern which provide no information on the mercaptide group’s periodicity) 

and hence the distortion may be purely local. This idea of a local distortion 

need not conflict with the fact that a resolvable S-S distance emerges in the 

SEXAFS analysis as it is possible that this distance is defined only over small 

regions of the surface.

The structural effects of adsorption into the hexagonal close packed as well 

as the face centred cubic three fold hollow site are shown schematically in figs 

6a and 6b. The f.c.c. site is directly above a copper atom in the third metal 

layer below the surface and the h.c.p. site is above a copper atom in the second 

layer below the surface. For the case of adsorption into the f.c.c hollow the 

Cu atoms in the top distorted atomic layer are forced toward atop sites with 

respect to the second atomic layer of copper. If we assume a hard spheres in 

contact model of the surface structure then this would mean that atoms in the 

top layer of the substrate would ride up over the atoms in the second layer such 

that there would be an expansion of the distance between the first and second 

layers of copper by 0.30A. For the case of adsorption into the h.c.p. three fold 

hollow, however, the atoms in the top copper layer would be forced into bridge 

sites with respect to the second copper layer below the surface and in this case 

the outer layer expansion would be O.l'iA. A reason for favouring the h.c.p.



Figure 4.7 Diagram illustrating possible adsorbate-substrate registries for mer- 

captide on copper and the difference between the layer spacings measured by NISXW 

and SEXAFS
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hollow site is now apparent. This can be seen by considering the fact that 

there is no significant difference between the layer spacings given by SEXAFS 

and NISXW. The SEXAFS value of 1.2A is the true local value of the layer 

spacing as the SEXAFS technique is essentially a local probe of structural 

environment, whereas the NISXW field is built up over many lattice planes 

and it’s periodicity is therefore defined by the bulk copper copper layer spacing 

and thus the Cu-S layer spacing is measured as if no outward expansion of the 

top layer of the substrate had occurred (see fig. 7). Thus the standing X ray 

wave technique will exceed the layer spacing by an amount corresponding to 

any outward relaxation of the top atomic layer. Therefore the close agreement 

between the NISXW layer spacing of 1.15 ±  0.05,4 and the SEXAFS layer 

spacing of 1.2 ±  0.1 A indicate the relaxation of the outer layer is rather slight 

and therefore the data are best accommodated by assuming the h.c.p hollow 

as the favourite site. Adsorption into, and the subsequent distortion of, other 

high symmetry sites of the C u (lll)  surface were also considered but these 

would lead to greater outward relaxations of the top layer which would not be 

consistent with onr data. It is important to note that the 3.58A overlayer if 

it covered the whole surface would be incommensurate and so the arguments 

above about particular adsorption sites would start to break down. X ray 

stimulated Auger spectra indicate a coverage of about one third of a monolayer 

and so some pseudo ordering is inevitable but there may be extensive defects in 

the overlayer periodicity which would leave some plausibility in the arguments 

above.

This result raises some interesting questions such as: what is the driving 

force for such a large disturbance of the substrate and in what way is the
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surface morphology of the crystal altered, if it all, in order to accommodate 

the sizeable in surface movements of the substrate atoms.

In answering the first question it is obvious that the driving force must 

be brought about about by the process of the chemisorption as the clean 

C u (lll) surface of copper which has been cleaned and prepared in U.H.V. is 

stable. Certainly it is the case that no lateral movements of the copper atoms 

in the surface have been observed. One LEED study, however, has found 

evidence for a contraction of the distance between the first and second atomic 

layers of copper of 0.08A ±  0.02A, in a direction perpendicular to the surface. 

However, a later study on the same surface involving a larger database and 

updated analysis procedures has found no such contraction and puts a value 

of o.ooeA ± 0 .0 2 A on the relaxation which could , of course, be indicative of 

no deviation from the bulk interlayer spacing at the C-u( 111) surface.[10,11]

In view of this stability of the C u (lll) surface it is necessary to attribute 

the driving force for reconstruction to either; a process of local chemical bond 

formation at the surface or to changes in the local surface electronic structure 

which are brought about by chemisorption.

Exploring the latter mechanism further, some literature has been published 

on some rather large scale reconstructions which are induced either by surface 

formation or by the process of chemisorption, and, it has been proposed [12,13] 

that these reconstructions may be accounted for by long range electronic effects

[14]-

Specific examples of these reconstructions are the Au, Pt, and Ir(110) sur

faces which when cleaned and annealed in ultra high vacuum spontaneously 

reconstruct to form (1 X 2) LEED patterns and also the Ag(UO) and Cu(110)
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surfaces which although they do not spontaneously reconstruct are known to 

do so after the adsorption of small amounts of alkali metals ( less than 0.25ML ) 

such as Li,K, and Cs. It is also reported that the ( 1 X 2 )  reconstruction of 

Ag( 110)Cs may be lifted upon the adsorption of oxygen and that subsequent 

dosing with yet more Cs will restore the ( 1X 2) LEED pattern. It is also found 

that this process can be repeated in a cyclic fashion. Another observation in

dicating a similar effect is that the adsorption of electronegative adsorbates 

such as CO, NO, and Cl can lift the spontaneous reconstruction of the clean 

Pt( 110) surface [15].

Hence it appears that processes of charge transfer to and from the surface 

can induce or destroy surface reconstructions. The electronic theory which 

attempts to account for this range of effects [14] hinges around the idea that 

the formation of a surface defines a radically different electronic environment 

for the new surface atoms and that this may either define new equilibrium 

positions for the surface atoms or leave behind a very delicate balance of elec

tronic forces at the surface which may be readily and pathologically altered 

by the presence thereon of foreign atoms which arrive during the process of 

chemisorption. This model points out that the nature of the reconstructions 

produced by the redefinition of electronic environment are very strongly depen

dent on local geometry and this may explain the similar behaviour exhibited 

by a range of ( 110) surfaces.

A surface structural model, found by SEXAFS, which has been offered for 

the Ag(110) (1 X 2)-Cs surface suggests that every second row in the (001) 

direction is missing. A similar LEED pattern has been found for the adsorp

tion of oxygen on Cu(110) and SEXAFS and ion scattering studies of this (2
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X 1) surface have also found that a missing row reconstruction accounts for 

the C’u(llO) - ( 2 X 1 ) - O data [16,17]- These results, however, do not fit 

in with the idea that the Cu(110) ( 2 X 1 ) 0  reconstruction is induced by 

the same mechanism as the alkali metal induced reconstructions of Ag(110) 

and Cu(110). Firstly note that the direction of the unit cell doubling is per

pendicular to that which is observed for the Ag(110)(l X 2)Cs surface and 

also note that previously the adsorption of oxygen on Ag(110)Cs was found 

to lift the ( 1 X 2 )  reconstruction. Electronegative adsorbates such as CO, 

NO, and Cl have also been found to lift the spontaneous ( 1 X 2 )  recon

struction of the clean Pt(110) surface. So it appears that the Cu(110) surface 

when dosed with oxygen is not sensitive to electron donors and acceptors in 

the same way as the alkali metal reconstructed surfaces or the spontaneous 

( 1 X 2 )  clean surfaces of Au(110), Pt(UO), and Ir(llO). Hence it is neces

sary to attribute the driving force for the C’u(110)(2 X 1 )-0 reconstruction to 

some other mechanism - possibly a process of local chemical bond formation 

involving the incorporation of oxygen into the surface to form an oxide layer 

at the surface . Structural models of this surface suggest that a missing row 

is involved here but, of course, in a direction perpendicular to the ones seen 

for Ag(110)Cs and Cu(U0)Cs [16,17]. It is interesting to note, however, that 

a more recent ion scattering ion scattering study does not support the miss

ing row model of the C'u(110)(2 X l)-0  surface ( M J Ashwin unpublished) 

and that another IS study for the adsorption of N on the Cu(110) surface 

gives a (2 X 3) LEED pattern which is attributed to the reconstructive local 

chemical bond formation of a surface nitride [ 18]. Thus the suggestion is that 

electronegative adsorption on clean Cu(110) surfaces leads to reconstructive
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local chemical bond formation rather than an electronic destabilisation of the 

surface structure.

For the case of alkali metal adsorption on Ag(110) and Cu(110), however, 

it is very probable that reconstruction is due to long range electronic effects 

as these reconstructions are seen for Li, K and Cs adsorption and, as these 

atoms have a large range of ionic sizes (0.6 to 1.9A ) it is expected that local 

chemical bond formation would lead to a similar diversity of surface structures 

which is, of course, not the case.

Moving to (111) surfaces it is known that while Au(110) is unstable, the 

A u (lll)  surface is even more unstable to lateral distortions of it’s surface, this 

surface displays (22 X 1) and (23 X 1) LEED patterns. This is surprising in 

view of the fact that the ( 111) surface is more close packed than the ( 110) and 

hence may be expected to be more stable to lateral distortions of the unit cell

[19]-

The C u (lll) surface, however, does appear to be more stable than the 

Cu(110), nevertheless, significant distortions of this surface upon adsorption 

are not unheard of and reported cases of reconstruction are found lor the 

adsorption of tellerium, oxygen and sulphur. In all these cases local chemical 

bond formation appears to be the most probable cause of substrate distortion.

For the case of tellerium on copper, a SEXAFS study, [20] finds that tel

lerium penetrates the top substrate layer by substitution with copper atoms in 

the surface - in this case it is believed that no lateral distortion of the remain

ing unsubstituted copper atoms in the surface - which suggests that a highly 

localised process is producing the substrate reconstruction in this case. The 

evidence for this incorporation of Te into the surface is rather strong and is
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based on studies of the polarization dependence of the scattering between tel- 

lerium and the first nearest neighbour copper shell. In common with the study 

reported here it is found that the SEXAFS is stronger at normal incidence than 

it is at grazing incidence thus implying that the Te-Cu first nearest neighbour 

bond angle is larger than 54.7° as is the case for the Cu-S first nearest bond 

angle reported here for the inercaptide species on C u (lll).

This bonding geometry cannot be accommodated by the simple unrecon

structed surface and so the substitutional model for Te on C 'u(lll) has been 

proposed. The inadequacies of this model are that it does not correctly pre

dict the observed LEED patterns for the structure. The model is based on the 

substitutional displacement of one third of a monolayer of the surface copper 

atoms and this would predict a simple (\/3A’ v3 )R  30° LEED pattern rather 

than the observed (2\3-Vy'3)R 30° pattern. This paper suggest that this 

discrepancy may be accounted for by (i) Te dimerization, or (ii) surface or 

subsurface buckling or finally, (iii) that it may be due to decoration of the 

surface by those copper atoms which were previously displaced by Te. The 

paper also reports that the data cannot distinguish between these possibilities, 

which raises the question of exactly how these large scale reconstructions are 

accommodated by surfaces.

Returning to the Au( 111) surface, an electron microscopy study of this 

surface has found that in plane expansions of this surface are accommodated 

by the formation of hill and valley surface morphologies which would provide 

space for lateral expansions. Mill heights of up to five or six atomic layers 

were found to develop during the etching processes (by water) of the A u (lll) 

surface under study [21]. This paper also suggests that expansive stresses in
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the plane of the surface when coupled with the constraint for surface atoms to 

sit in register with the layers below can lead to displacements of the top layer 

in a direction perpendicular to the surface. Displacements of this type have in 

fact been found for a large range of surfaces by techniques like LEED and ion 

scattering. Particular cases are the Cu(110) and Ni(110) surfaces. For C!u(110) 

two ion scattering studies indicate top layer contractions of the clean surface 

of 5.3 ±  1.6 % and 10% of the bulk interlayer spacing respectively [22,23 ] For 

the case of Ni(110) a 4% contraction of the bulk interlayer spacing is found 

and this gives way to a 1% expansion after the adsorption of oxygen [24,25].

A more radical disturbance has been found for the C u (lll)-0  surface [26]. 

Ion scattering results and work function measurements for this surface suggest 

the displacement of surface copper atoms by 0.3A and that oxygen is incor

porated into the surface layer. The evidence for this incorporation arises from 

the fact that the work function change of the surface after adsorption is not 

significant hence suggesting the absence of a measurable surface dipole which 

would give rise to a work function change. A SEXAFS study of the adsorption 

of atomic S on Clu( 111) also finds evidence for adsorbate incorporation into 

the surface (see chapter 5). This evidence, like that for the Te and mercaptide 

on the same Cu(ll 1) surface, is also derived from the polarization dependence 

of the SEXAFS amplitudes.

Thus it can be seen that there is a sizeable database for the adsorp

tion structures of electronegative adsorbates on transition metal surfaces and 

C u (lll)  in particular, for which results are available for O, Te and S adsorp

tion. These results which have been acquired by more than one technique have 

all suggested reconstruction of the substrate which involves a mixed layer ot
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adsorbate and substrate atoms. Thus it is presumed that these adsorbates, 

all in the same group of the periodic table give rise to local chemical bond 

formation at the surface of C u (lll).

The CH3S, mercaptide species, has been found to behave in a similar way 

on this surface, however, it is necessary to point out a few essential differences 

. Firstly all the above cases of reconstruction are found for the case of atomic 

adsorption and so far few or maybe zero cases of molecular adsorbate induced 

reconstruction have been reported. This may be due to the fact that surface to 

molecule bonding is often weak compared to atom to surface bonding, this is 

apparently not the case for for mercaptide as heating or electron bombardment 

leads to the breaking of the C-S bond rather than the Cu-S bond. Neverthe

less, despite the weakness of the C-S bonding the methyl group does play an 

important role in the determination of the adsorption structure of CH3S on 

C u (lll) as the adsorption structure of atomic S on C u (lll) is quite different 

to that found for mercaptide. This is the second important difference between 

mercaptide adsorption and that found for other electronegative adsorbates.

4.3 Conclusion

It has been found that the dosing of the Cu( 111) surface with C'H3S leads to the 

adsorption of the mercaptide group’s S atom into the hexagonal close packed 

three fold hollow. This gives rise to a subsequent distortion of the hollow 

which involves O.bA movements of the surface copper atoms. This movement 

is principally in the plane of the surface which represents a large, though not 

unprecedented, distortion of the C u (lll)  surface. The manner in which the 

surface accommodates this distortion is beyond the scope of this study. It is
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possible, however, that the distortion is purely local but, of course, this cannot 

be proved by this data and so further studies by electron or scanning tunneling 

microscopy would possibly be better suited to the investigation of this issue.
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C hapter  5 

S on C u ( l l l )

5.1 Introduction

When a foreign atom chemisorbs onto the surface of a well ordered, stable, sin

gle crystal, one of two types of behaviour may be observed. Either the atom 

may adsorb (typically into high symmetry sites) at the surface and cause little 

or no structural rearrangement of the substrate (other than slight displace

ments of the top atomic layers in a direction perpendicular to the surface see 

for example [1,2,3]) or the surface may reconstruct as the atoms therein adjust 

to new equilibrium positions which are defined by the change in environment 

engendered by chemisorption. Several influences have been suggested as the 

driving force for these reconstructions, such as,long range electronic forces or 

local chemical bond formation for instance.

In the last chapter cases of reconstruction which were believed to be in

duced by local chemical bond formation were discussed, specifically, these 

involved the chemisorption of chalcogens and a chalcogen containing molecule 

on C u (lll) (0,Te, and,CH3S).

Similar behaviour has been reported for the adsorption of halogens on 

Ni(100) and Cu(100) [4,5] more work on these substrates involving the ad

75
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sorption of C, N, and 0  has indicated that due to strong bonding between 

these adsorbates and substrates perturbations to the surface structure and 

properties result, comprising the formation of surface nitrides,carbides and 

oxygen induced surface phonon softening.

The evidence for this behaviour is based on LEED ,SEXAFS and sur

face phonon dispersion measurements. Cases of particular interest are the 

Ni(100)(2 x 2)N and the Ni( 100)(2 x 2)C systems for which LEED and SEX- 

AFS results indicate definite reconstructions. [6,7]

A theoretical analysis of the (2 x 2) carbon and oxygen overlayers on 

Ni(100) has presented the results of lattice dynamical and total energy cal

culations. These results led the authors to suggest that the carbon induced 

reconstruction and the oxygen induced phonon softening were due to adsor

bate induced charge redistribution at the surface and that this redistribution 

arises due to strong adatom to nickel bonding which removes charge from the 

weaker inter metal bonds in the substrate. This leads to incomplete screen

ing of the nickel nuclei thus giving rise to unbalanced forces in the substrate 

surface which in turn leads to the surface reconstruction for the carbon over

layer and phonon softening for the Oxygen overlayer. The carbon induced 

reconstruction involves the rotation of the surface nickel atoms about the C 

atoms to which they are bonded, this form of substrate distortion is also 

observed experimentally for the Ni(l00)(2 x 2)N system.[8,9] The results of 

surface structural studies for the oxygen overlayers have been conflicting and 

controversial [10,11, 12]

It is difficult to think of how this type of reconstruction could be accom

modated in only a local fashion and hence it appears to be long range effect.
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All this suggests that for carbon and nitrogen adsorption on Ni(lOO) the ar

gument as to whether these reconstructions are caused by long or short range 

electronic effects is likely to be controversial (see later).

Another interesting point concerning these adsorbates is that due to their 

small sizes compared to the substrate atom sizes [covalent radii are oxygen = 

0.66 A nitrogen = 0.70 A carbon = 0.77 A] it would be impossible for them to 

adsorb into the sites at the surface which an atom of the next layer of the sub

strate would occupy (If such a layer were to be grown epitaxially at the surface) 

and still obtain significant overlap of the bonding orbitals. Hence they can get 

very close to the surface and possibly even bury themselves in the hollows 

of the surfaces on which they adsorb thus making them likely candidates to 

induce substrate distortions. In the cases of nitrogen and carbon adsorption 

on Ni(100) LEED and SEXAFS studies have suggested adsorbate substrate 

layer spacings of 0.1 A for the C overlayer and the same value for the nitrogen 

overlayer.[7,10]. For the case of oxygen on C'u(lOO) the results of recent work 

are as yet unpublished but they indicate definite substrate reconstruction in

volving surface oxide formation. This would certainly be consistent with the 

strong indications of adsorbate induced reconstructions for O on Cu( 110) and 

C'u( 111).[1,13]

The c(2 x 2) overlayer of C'l on Ag(100) was also believed to be coplanar 

with the top layer of the Ag(100) substrate. This is the structure which would 

be expected for an epitaxial layer of silver chloride. However after closer as

sessment of the theoretical calculations, which originally suggested the mixed 

layer model, it was found that a simple overlayer model gave a better inter

pretation of apparently conflicting angle resolved photoemission and LEED

11
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results. The reason for the apparent contradiction between these results was 

found to be due to the usage of an unrealistic bulk value of the surface AgCl 

bondlength as an input to the electronic structure calculations [5j which were 

originally compared to the ARPS data. The usage of a more realistic, SEX- 

AFS determined, bondlength of 2.53 A rather than 2.77 A yielded much better 

agreement between the ARPS data and theory provided that a simple over

layer model was assumed for the surface structure. Thus the contradiction 

between LEED (which had always suggested a simple overlayer) and ARPS 

was resolved and the mixed layer model was discarded in favour of the simple 

overlayer model. [14]

The adsorption of the larger halogen iodine on Ni(100), however, has been 

confirmed as forming a bulk like surface iodide, via a strong chemical interac

tion between the adsorbate and substrate. The evidence for this comes from a 

range of experimental results such as; LEED and Auger elect ron spectroscopy 

(AES) and valence band photoemission which provides the most convincing 

support. Due to the fact that the Nil> surface iodide is a layer compound it's 

bandstructure is little effected by any periodicity in the direction perpendic

ular to the layers and hence this surface iodide even though it was found to 

consist of only one layer (by AES), still showed the bandstructure of bulk Nilj. 

This was evidenced by a comparison with previously calculated bandstructures 

of NiCl> and NiBr> [15].

The structure of this surface iodide was obtained by SEXAFS from the io

dine L3 edge, it was proposed to involve a hexagonal layer of iodine sandwiched 

between two nickel layers, with a layer of nickel uppermost at the surface [4], 

A structure of this type means that investigation of the SEXAFS polarization
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dependences in order to distinguish between simple and strongly interactive 

chemisorption may be less effective than it is for other cases, such as Te and 

OH3S on C u (lll) for instance. Couple this with the fact that the EXAFS 

polarization dependence is weaker for L2 or L3 edges than it is for K edges 

and it is easy to see how the distinction between simple chemisorption and 

reconstruction may be difficult to observe in this system.

Results of exhaustive, combined SEXAFS and NISXW studies have indi

cated that the kind of geometry found for the surface iodide may have features 

in common with a surface sulphide formed by the interaction of H>S with the 

C u (lll)  surface. ( ie complete penetration of the surface by S) but in this 

case the SEXAFS data were collected from a K edge rather than an L edge 

and so here the SEXAFS polarization dependence showed clear evidence for 

the formation of a surface sulphide. Also the NISXW studies indicated occu

pation of at least two distinct adsorbate-substrate layer spacings which so far 

can only be rationalized in terms of the formation of a surface sulphide phase 

which must involve complete penetration of the surface by sulphur atoms.

The suggestion that the adsorption of S can lead to surface sulphide forma

tion on C u (lll)  has long been recognised [16]. Another observation supportive 

of this idea is that the two dimensional sulphides have been found to be ther

modynamically more stable than their bulk analogues, [17] and hence it is with 

some confidence that these studies conclude that, the interaction of atomic sul

phur with Cu( 111) does not lead to simple chemisorption but forms a sulphide 

involving a mixed layer of Cu and S.

A complete and unambiguous surface structure determination, however, 

has not been possible, even after two experimental runs ( one NISXW alone
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and one SEXAFS/NISXW together). The reasons for this are that LEED and 

NISXW data both strongly suggest the occupation, by sulphur, of at least two 

different sites which are symmetrically non equivalent. SEXAFS is expected 

to average out the information for these sites and hence limit the incisiveness 

of the structure determination . Another complication was that the relative 

occupancy of the NISXW layer spacings was seen to vary as well as the data 

quality (caused by monochromator broadening which led to larger error bars 

for the results of the later run.) Despite these variations the NISXW' gave 

essentially the same values for the layer spacings for both runs and a mutually 

supportive interpretation of the results of both techniques has been found.

5.2 Results

SEXAFS data for 0 u (lll)(v '7  x v'7)R19.1°-S has been collected at normal in

cidence and at 36°. (ie 54° away from normal). The raw data sets are shown in 

figures la and lb. In common with the data taken for the CH3S on O u (lll) sys

tem these spectra were recorded by collecting S KLL Auger electrons (2106eV). 

The incident photon energy range used to excite these electrons was from 

2450eV to 2950eV which covered the S K edge at 2472eV. No single shell anal

ysis was attempted here because despite the frequently observed reliability of 

Fourier filtering single shell analysis this method of data analysis is not so 

effective in cases where multiple shells contribute to the data, especially when 

the signal to noise characteristics of the data are poor. Therefore, the analysis 

of this data has been carried out using the EXCURVE programs at Daresbury 

laboratory [Ref 20]. The phase shifts used in this analysis were the same as 

those used for analysing the CHjS and were derived from a CuCl model com-



Figure 5.la Raw normal incidence data for the ( v 7 X  v 7)R-19.1 -S C u (lll)  
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pound. The EXCURVE programs performed both background subtractions 

and multishell simulations of the data (see figures lc,d,e,f). The first near

est neighbour bondlengths obtained were 2.30 ±0.03 A for normal incidence 

and 2.34±0.03 A for 54° off normal. A simple analysis of the polarization 

dependence of this first nearest neighbour shell SEXAFS amplitude indicates 

that the SEXAFS is stronger for normal incidence than off normal by a factor 

of 1.7T0.3 . This would give a ¡3 value of 67±5° (angle between adsorbate- 

substrate vector and the surface normal).

NISXVV data are presented in figures 2a,2b,2c,3a,3b and 3c. These data 

are the results of the two experimental runs, both of which collected S KLL 

(2106eV) and C'u LVV (920eV) Auger electrons in the vicinity of the Cu( 111) 

Bragg reflection at 2975eV. The data from both of these runs have been anal

ysed in the way described in Chapter 2. Data from the first experimental 

run is given in figures 2a and 2b. these represent the best visually assessed 

fits to the data plus further model curves for the sulphur signal in order to 

demonstrate the likely size of the error bars. No fit could be achieved with a 

single layer spacing and therefore as two layer spacings are involved here it has 

been necessary to show the effect of variation of one layer spacing at a time 

on the fit (see figs 2a and 2b). The best fit suggests a mixture of two layer 

spacings at 0.85±0.10A and 1.77 ±  0.05 A, with an 80% occupation of the 

1.77A spacing. The 1.77A spacing has a smaller error bar due to it’s being 

the majority position. Figure 2c plots the same experimental curves but this 

time the relative occupancies have been varied in order to demonstrate the 

sensitivity of the fit to this parameter and hence produce error bars for this 

part of the analysis. The relative occupancy is clearly within 5% of the stated
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value.

The Cu IA V prolile was tilteil to a layer spacing of 0.0 A, llie shape ol this 

modulation indicated a value o! 0.85 for the coherent fraction ol the surface 

atoms fie 85% of the surface copper atoms sit in a 0.0 Alayer).

Figures 3a,3b and 3c display N1SXVV data for a later experimental run. 

(This run also involved the SEXAFS measurements referred to earlier). This 

surface displayed the same (\ 7 x \ 7)R19.l-S LEED pattern as was obtained 

for all previous surface formations, nevertheless some obvious differences are 

observable are between these data and those found for the earlier run. One 

difference is that the energy range is twice as large for these spectra this 

was used because of a discernible broadening of the monochromator output 

which was observed between January and November 1988. This broadening 

has given rise to an obvious worsening of the signal to noise ratio for the Cu 

LVV profile. (It is of course not sensible to make the same comparison for the 

sulphur signals - due to variations in the form and size of the signals indicating 

that there is a variation in the relative occupancy of sites which arose in this 

later run). Also notice that for these data it is not possible to assign the 

values of the layer spacings with the same accuracy as before. Figures 3a and 

3b show the effect of the variation of the layer spacings and figure 3c shows 

the effect of different relative occupancies. Once again the analysis suggests 

the occupation of two distinct layer spacings but this time these fall between 

0.5Á and 0.85Á for one spacing and between 1.8Á and 1.95Á for the other 

layer. The relative occupancy of these was found to be 60% to 40% in favour 

of the larger layer spacing, with an error bar of the order of 10%.
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5.3 Discussion

Neither the NISXW or the SEXAFS results are consistent with simple chemisorp 

tion on the ( v'7 x v'T)R 19.1-S surface. Taking the SEXAFS data first we can 

see that the polarization dependence of the first nearest SEXAFS gives a bond 

angle ¡3 of 67±5° which is outside the range of angles expected for adsorption 

into high symmetry sites with no distortion of the substrate. These sites would 

give bond angles between 0° (for the atop site) and 39° (for the three fold hol

low). Other lower symmetry sites were also considered such as; off bridge, off 

hollow and near atop (see figure 4) but these all give angles in the range given 

above.

The reason for the consideration of these sites was derived from the LEED 

data. This pattern consists of two separate orientations of the ( v 7 x v7)R19.1- 

S mesh which are rotated in opposite directions about a substrate lattice 

vector. This results in the pattern photographed in Chapter 3 and shown 

schematically in fig 5. The unit cell dimension of this structure would indi

cate a 3.37A S-S spacing for a close packed 4/7 monolayer of sulphur or a 

3.90A spacing for a 3/7 monolayer. This SEXAFS data finds evidence for a S- 

S spacing of 3.90± 0.2A which is derived from analysis of S-S scattering. This 

assignment must be regarded as secondary information due to the weakness 

off the S-S scattering shell when compared to the dominant Cu-S scattering. 

More reliable evidence for the 3/7 monolayer is drawn from radioactive tracer 

measurements of S 3 5  on Cu( 111) which favour the 3/7 monolayer [16]. It is also 

important to note that the 4/7 monolayer of sulphur would not correspond to 

a surface sulphide and would be more consistent with simple chemisorption, 

which has of course been ruled out above.



Figure o.4 Diagram showing various S overlayer sites which were considered in 

the modelling of the N'ISXW and SEXAFS data for the (v 7 .V \ 7)R 19.1 -S on 

G u(lll) system
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Thus it has been assumed that a 3/7 monolayer sulphide phase has been 

formed and that this phase must involve sulphur atoms which are nearly copla- 

nar with the substrate atoms in order to explain the bond angle found by 

SEXAFS. The bulk copper sulphide which would be the closest analogue of 

this surface sulphide appears to be the tetrahedrally bonded zincblende struc

ture. This involves Cu-Cu and S-S spacings of 3.93A, and a Cu-S spacing of 

2.30A. [refs 18,19] In order to calculate specific model structures to explain 

the NISXW and SEXAFS data this tetrahedral structure has been overlaid on 

an undisturbed C u (lll)  substrate. Two orientations of a single layer of this 

structure (involving 3/7 of a monolayer each of S and Cu) were considered, 

one in which the S atoms in the sulphide were uppermost at the surface and 

one which the copper atoms were uppermost (ie a layer of sulphur is sand

wiched between two layers of copper). This procedure leads to the range of 

prospective sites given in figure 4.

In order to obtain a commensurate overlayer this surface sulphide must 

have Cu-Cu and S-S spacings which are 3.90A rather than the bulk value of 

3.93 A this means that the tetrahedra are slightly distorted and the tetrahedral 

bond angle is 103° (ie [3 =  77°) rather than the normal value of 108.27° (/d 

= 72.33°). The overlaying of this distorted tetrahedral structure produces the 

structures (i) to (iv) which occupy the sites given in table 1. These are the 

sites occupied if the copper atoms are uppermost in the sulphide layer. The 

occupancies for uppermost S atoms are found by interchanging the Cu and S 

sites (see table 2).

Assuming these structures gives rise to the shell radii given in table 3 for the 

copper atoms uppermost and the radii in table 4 are for the case of uppermost



T able s i t s c o m b in a t io n s  considered àP o s s ib le  a d la y e r - s u b s t r a te

suiphide overlayer comprising 3/7 monolayer 5 and 3/7 monolayer

Cu. Individual sites are as shown on fig. 4. Relative site

occupancy is in atoms per over layer unit mesh . M ere Ikn  Cut

i ) 2 in C (hollow), 1 in A (atop) 3 in 2,

ii) -) in 0 1 in 3 (bridge) 1 in 2 in G

ill Ì 3 in 2 2 in (hollow), 1 in A

iv) ; in G , 1 in ? 2 in D , 1 in 3 (bridge)

Table 2 Possible adlayer-substrate site combinations considered for a 

sulphide overlayer comprising 3/7 monolayer S and 3/7 monolayer 

Cu. Individual sites are as shown on fig. 4. Relative site
"th i S fa-iieioccupancy is in atoms per overiayer unit mesh. J

¿A (A /̂ttrrrtOS-i *rt tbJL s

Cu sites S sites

( i) ' 2 in c (hollow), 1 in A (atop) 3 in E

( ii) *5c. in D 1 in 3 (bridge) 1 in F, 2 in G

( iii ) 3 in E 2 in C (hollow) , 1 in A (atop)

( iv) 2 in G,. 1 in ? 2 in D, 1 in 3 (br idge)



T able  3 S h e l l  s t r u c tu r e s  fo r  p o s s ib le  s u lp h id e  a d la ye r  s t r u c t u r e s  as

shown in table 1 with the Cu adlayer above the S adlaye 

Nomenclature as in table 1.

Cu

Cu

Cu

Cu

Cu

Cu

Cu

Cu

Cu

Cu

Cu

Structure (1) 

2.30 (4.4,4.3)

3.44(4,3.7)

3.38(1.3,0.01)

3.30(2.4,3.0)

( ü )

2.30(3.3,3.2)

2.93(2.5,1.5)

3.44(1.5,1.2)

3.88(2.5,2.3)

3.90(2.4,3.0)

( iii )

2.30(2.8,3.0)

2.71(1.4,0.5)

3.11(2.4,1.5)

3.74(2.0,2.0)

3 .30 (2 .4 ,8 .0 )

(iv)

2.30(2.3,3.1)

2.53(0.9,0.4)

2.74(0.9,0.5)

3.11(0.4,0.2)

3.28(1.5,1.2)

3.59(1.4,0.3)

3.74(0.4,1.3)

3.38(0.6,0.7)

3.90(2.4,8.3)



Table 4 Shell structures for possible sulphide adlayer structures as 

shown in table 2 but with the Cu adlayer below the S adlayer.

Nomenclature as in taole 1.

Structure (i) (il) (iii) (1V>

Cu 2.30(1.1,2.3) 2.30(1.1,2.3) 2.30(1.1,2.8) 2.30(1.1,:

Cu ■ 2.77(1.8,0.2)

Cu 2.86(0..7,0.01) 2.34(0.6

Cu 2.90(1.2,0.06)

Cu 3.02(1.2,

Cu 3.07(1.1,0.2) 3.06(1.1,

Cu 3.22(2.6,0.5) 3.14(1.5,0.45)

Cu 3.36(1.0,

Cu 3.42(2,0.6) 3.47(2.7,1.3)

Cu 3.52(0.5,

Cu 3.57(0.9,0.4)

Cu 3.67(0.9

Cu 3.86(0.9,0.9) 3.32(0.9

S 3.90(2.4,3.0) 3.90(2.4,3.0) 3.90(2.4,3.0) 3.90(2.4

2 . 3 )

, 0 . 01 )

0 . 1 )

0 . 2 )

0.3)

, 0 . 2 )

,0.4)

,0.5)

, 3 . 0 )



Table 5 Layer spacings of S atoms (in A) relative to the top substrate atom layer 

and. in parentheses, relative to the nearest extended lattice layer, for the sulphide 

phase structures of table 3 and 4. CuS indicates copper atoms below S on the 

surface (table 4), SCu indicates that these layers are inverted (table 5).

CuS(i) 2.86 (0.78)

CuS(if) 2.81 (0.73)

CuS(1i i) 2.64 (0.56)

CuS(iv) 2.81 (0.73)

SCu(i) 2 3 1.77 + 1 a 2.30 (0.22)

SCu(i i) 2 3 2.13 (0.10) + 1 0 1.93

SCu(i i i ) 2.14 (0. 06 )

SCu( iv ) 2 a 2.02 + 1 3 2.27 (0.19)
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sulphur atoms. The polarization dependences of these shells are also indicated 

in these tables. In table 5 the expected layer spacings of the sulphur layers 

are given for the structures (i) to (iv). For the case of copper atoms being 

uppermost in the sulphide layer a mixture of layer spacings is obtained -(see 

table 5 , the SC'u layers) because these are spaced rather closely the modeling 

procedure has assumed them to approximate to a single layer. In the case of 

sulphur atoms being uppermost a single layer spacing is expected (see table 5, 

the C'uS layers.)

Comparing these tables to the NISXW data for the first run seems to 

suggest that 20% occupancy of the structure (i) for an uppermost sulphur 

layer in the sulphide and an 80% for an uppermost copper layer would best 

fit the data. This assignment would also reasonably approach the observed 

SEXAFS polarization dependence (see tables 3 and 4) as it would give 0.8 

x 1.04 4- 0.2 x 2.66 = 1.36 for the N go/Njg which is just outside the error 

bar of the measured value which is 1.7± 0.3. Of course no SEXAFS data were 

measured during this first NISXW run and this is the most likely reason for the 

discrepancy in these polarization dependences . Notice that even this smaller 

value still suggests a bond angle ¡3 which is well outside the range expected 

for simple chemisorption.

Comparing the tables to the second set of NISXW results leads to less 

clear conclusions and here it is apparent that a 60/40 mixture of any of the 

structures (i) to (iv) will provide a reasonable fit to the data. However, a 

closer analysis of the SEXAFS data yields two higher copper shells at 3.25A± 

0.04A and 3.41 A ±  0.04A, these would be expected for the mixture of the 

structures (i). Also the fact that the structures (i) were favoured for the
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earlier NISXW run leads to a preference for the structures (i) here also. This 

mixture of 60% copper layer uppermost and 40% sulphur layer uppermost in 

the sulphide would lead to a polarization dependence of 0.4 x 2.66 + 0.6 x 

1.04 = 1.62 for the first nearest neighbour SEXAFS which is well inside the 

error bar of the measured value for the SEXAFS taken for this later NISXW 

run (1.7 ±  0.3).

One possible conclusion of all this is that the interaction of atomic sulphur 

with C 'u(lll) leads, via a strong chemical interaction, to the formation of a 

surface sulphide with two phases involving two orientations of a slightly dis

torted tetrahedral overlayer. These must have very similar energies of forma

tion and therefore a very delicate balance of energy at the surface determines 

the relative occupancy of these phases.

Another interpretation of these results which does not rely on a cumber

some two phases model is best illustrated by examination of figure six which 

depicts a model of structure (i). Sulphur atoms are shown in greu , note that 

two out of every three of these lie in three fold hollow sites (site c in fig 4) and 

the other lies in the atop site (site a in fig 4) and that the three copper atoms 

( )  that constitute the rest of the unit cell of this overlayer lie in the E 

sites. (Between the bridge and atop sites). It is possible that the two sulphur 

atoms in the three fold hollow sites lie below the level of the copper atoms but 

that the atop S atom, which rides higher on the substrate, may be forced up 

to form a local inversion of the tetrahedral structure. Thus the atop S atom 

is forced above the three neighbouring copper atoms into the 0.85A (2.93A ) 

layer spacing found by the NISXW technique. (The value in parentheses is 

the actual value of the layer spacing but due to the translational periodicity



Figure 5.6 A schematic diagram of the proposed structure of the

( v i X  v ” )R19.1°-S on Cu( 111) system
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of the SXW field, the SXW technique measures this value - the bulk C u (lll) 

layer spacing of 2.084A ). This periodic inversion of the tetrahedral structure 

would therefore give rise to a buckled, mixed layer of C'u and S which would 

involve occupation , by sulphur, of 66% of a 1.78A layer spacing and 33% 

occupation of a 0.85A layer spacing. This would fit the observed 60/40 mix

ture quite well. This sulphide overlayer involves a mixture of adsorption sites 

as well as bond angles and hence SEXAFS will be expected to average out 

these pieces of information. This does seem to be borne out by the fact that 

the SEXAFS produces an estimate of the bond angle J (67± 5°) which is in 

between that expected for the distorted tetrahedron (77°) and the three fold 

hollow site of 39°. The presence of two bonding angles would also explain the 

observed polarization dependence of first nearest neighbour bondlength found 

by SEXAFS (2.30A± 0.04A for normal incidence and 2.35A± O.OlA for 54° 

off normal) as the normal incidence spectra would be more influenced by the 

scattering for the larger bond angle and the off normal data would be more 

sensitive to the smaller bond angle.

5.4 Conclusion

This study concludes that the interaction of H>S with C u (lll)  is a strong 

chemical reaction which results in the formation of a bulk like, distorted, tetra

hedral sulphide overlayer on C u (lll). NISXW and LEED have both indicated 

that the S atoms in this system must involve at least two distinct adsorbate- 

substrate registries. This is evidenced by the fact that SEXAFS recorded 

above the S K edge has produced averaged data which in itself is difficult or 

impossible to interpret such that a complete structure determination avails.
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Combined NISXVV and SEXAFS, however, has been more successful. In par

ticular the NISXVV layer spacings have been rationalized with the polarization 

dependence found for the first nearest neighbour SEXAFS. Some uncertainties 

however remain due to the non ideality of the data which exhibited steadily 

degrading signal to noise characteristics throughout the duration of these stud

ies and it is also important to realize that structures of this complicated form 

are at the very limit of what is analysable by any existing surface structure 

determination techniques.
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C h a p ter 6 

H g  on N i(1 0 0 )

6.1 Introduction

The adsorption of mercury has been studied on a range of surfaces including 

Ag(100), VV(100), Fe(100), C’u(lOO) and Cu,Au(100) [1, 2, 3, 4] as well as the 

Ni(100) surface. All these systems involve weak chemisorption. For instance 

a 1.4eV bond is found for llg on Ni( 100). This compares with bond energies 

of typically lOeV for systems involving strong chemisorption. Thus the bal

ance between adsorbate- adsorbate and adsorbate substrate interactions may 

be very delicate for these systems. In certain cases the adsorbate - adsorbate 

interaction has dominated the adsorption behaviour. The nature of these in

teractions is seen to be quite strongly dependent on the Hg overlayer mesh size. 

For example the lattice parameter of Fe is 2.87.4 which being smaller than the 

atomic radius of Hg (34) means that the (lx l)  overlayer of mercury which 

forms on Ni(100) is compressed relative to bulk mercury and here evidence is 

found for repulsive lateral interactions between Hg atoms at the surface. I his 

type of compression is also observed (3 to 4 percent) for the Ag(100) surface, 

and here the dominating influence of adsorbate-adsorbate interactions on ad

sorption behaviour is evidenced by the fact that adsorption is only possible

91
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below room temperature. For the cases of W(100) and Cu(100), however, 

the lattice parameters are 3.14A and 3.6lA respectively and therefore these 

( lxl)Hg overlayers are expanded relative to the bulk by 5% and 20% respec

tively; here the adsorbate adsorbate interactions are attractive. Correlations 

between the mesh size and the electronic structure of the mercury overlayers 

have also been noted [4].

The nature of the adsorbate-adsorbate interactions of mercury overlayers 

on Ni(100) has been shown to be more complicated than may be inferred 

from the observations above. Even though this surface has a lattice parameter 

of 3.52A. thus allowing a 17% expansion of the bulk Hg-Hg spacing, it is still 

found that there is a coverage dependent transition in the sign of the adsorbate- 

adsorbate interactions and that these interactions are in fact repulsive for the 

c(2x2) overlayer which involves an Hg-Hg spacing of 3.52.4. This shows that 

for this surface at least the Hg-Hg interaction is not just a simple through 

space effect and must be mediated by the surface.

A through surface effect has been observed for iodine on Ni(100). For this 

system a series of rectangular meshes is exhibited during the thermal desorp

tion of iodine from the surface, these range from a highest coverage c(2x2) 

overlayer and pass through a range of structures involving a continuously vari

able rectangular mesh, until long range order is lost at a coverage of a third 

of a monolayer. (Forming this surface at elevated temperature and subse

quently cooling causes the formation of the surface iodide referred to in the 

last chapter). During this heating process [5] the mesh size increases and leads 

to a reduction of the 1-1 repulsion. This repulsion appears to be active over a 

separation range of 3.52A (c(2x2) phase) all the way to 4.84A which is a sur
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prisingly long range for what is expected to be a short range, hard, repulsion 

(the iodine nickel bond is not ionic). This has been attributed to a weakening 

of the iodine to metal bond which gives rise to less valence shell filling of iodine 

thus allowing an increase of the I-I overlap. This is termed a through metal 

interaction and an effect of this type may explain the complex behaviour of 

the Hg overlayers which form on Ni(100) and particularly the fact that this 

surface exhibits a higher coverage phase with a complex LEED pattern as well 

as the already repulsive c('2x'2) phase.

Therefore for systems involving only weak chemisorption, (like Hg on Ni( 100)) 

involving high coverages or small unit celled substrates, strong adsorbate- 

adsorbate forces may be expected to dominate over adsorbate-substrate bond

ing,(which may be weakened by through metal interactions) possibly to such 

an extent that incommensurate overlayers may be formed. For the case of 

larger substrate meshes or lower coverages, however, commensurate phases 

are more likely to form.

These systems are an attractive area for study as their geometrical struc

ture can be varied in a controlled manner by either choosing a range of sub

strate cell sizes or by altering coverages and therefore the impact on electronic 

structure and bonding may be carefully analysed as a function of the Hg lat

tice parameter. This approach has been adopted by previous studies but none 

of these has set out to obtain detailed surface structural information on these 

metallic overlayers. This is a surprising observation, particularly for the case 

of Hg on Ni(100), because the coverage dependent transitions which are ob

served between the different meshs of mercury on Ni(100) may be expected to 

reveal changes in bonding and adsorption site. This type of behaviour would
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be ideal for study by SEXAFS. For this reason we have attempted to study 

the Ni( 100)c(2x2)Hg surface using the SEXAFS and NISXW combination.

6.2  R esu lts

The lack of success of this SEXAFS study is evidenced in Figure 1. This study 

attempted to record SEXAFS data from the Mv edge at 2295eV by collecting 

Hg MvNN Auger electrons of energy 2073eV. Figure 1 shows the yield of these 

electrons in the vicinity of the Hg Mv and M/v edges , the expected energies 

of which are marked. In both cases the effect of delayed onset due to the 

centrifugal barrier which is characteristic of photoemission from states of high 

angular momentum is apparent [6]. Also the delayed onset is followed by a 

resonance in the 3d-f excitation channel and therefore it is concluded that 

atomic effects are too strong to permit SEXAFS measurements in the energy 

range between the Mv and Miv edges, which is only 90eV. Measurements from 

the M///, Ma  or the M/ edges were not attempted as here the cross sections 

are smaller, also no measurements were taken from the deeper L edges as these 

were not accessible to the energy range of the monochromator.

The NISXW experiments were more successful, these data were recorded by 

monitoring the yields of the Ni L///VV (848eV) and the Hg MvNN (2073eV) 

Augers in the vicinity of the Ni(200) Eiragg reflection at 3522eV. The Ni(100) 

reflection is, of course, a forbidden reflection. The strength of the Hg MvNN 

yield proportional to the Mv (weak) photoionisation cross section and for 

this reason these data have a weaker signal than that obtained for the pre

viously measured sulphur containing systems [7]. This factor coupled with 

the increased monochromator broadening engendered in moving from 297oeV
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(The C u (lll)  Bragg reflection) to 352‘2eV results in the larger error bars and 

worsened signal to noise ratio seen in Figure 2. The data analysis once again 

followed the procedures described in chapter 2 and a result of 0.6 A± 0.1 A was 

obtained for the Ni-Hg adsorbate to substrate layer spacing. This of course 

corresponds to an adlayer height of (1.76+0.6)± 0.1 A =2.36± 0.1 A( 1.76A = 

Ni(200) spacing).

Due to the failure of SEXAFS to provide a value for the Ni-Hg first nearest 

neighbour bondlength it was necessary to take the Hg-Ni distance found in 

the compound NiHg, '2.63k [8], as an estimate. Using this value to calculate 

the adlayer heights of the mercury overlayer for the high symmetry adsorption 

sites yields: 1.95A (0.19A ) for the four fold hollow . 2.31.4 (0.5oA) for the 

bridge site and 2.63.4 (0.87A) for the atop site. The values in parentheses are 

those which would be obtained in the NISXYV analysis, which are actual local 

values of the layer spacing minus the Ni(200) spacing of 1.76A. The reason for 

this is that the NISXW field has the periodicity of the substrate layer spacing 

and extends far above the surface, this means that due to the translational 

symmetry of the NISXW field, the value of layer spacing given by NISXW is 

referenced to the continuation of the lattice periodicity.

The experimental result of 0.6A would appear to suggest that mercury 

adsorbs into bridge sites, this would be a surprising result as this overlayer 

would be expected to involve non directional metallic bonding which would 

favour the highest available co-ordination site. This would suggest the four 

fold hollow site rather than the two fold co-ordinated bridge site.

It is important to note at this point that the SXW result standing alone is 

not sufficient to determine the surface structure completely. The reason for this
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is, as stated in previous chapters, that the SXW technique determines layer 

spacings with respect to the underlying bulk periodicity of the substrate and 

therefore these values will be susceptible to any relaxations of the topmost sub

strate layers which occur in a direction perpendicular to the surface, [ie if the 

top layer relaxes outward to produce an enlarged value of the distance between 

the first and second atomic layers of the substrate, then the SXW technique 

will overestimate the true local value of the layer spacing by an amount corre

sponding to this relaxation and the opposite effect occurs for substrate layer 

contractions.) The fact that these relaxations are generally never observed to 

be more than a few percent of the bulk interlayer spacing and noting that an 

outer layer expansion of greater than 20% is required to reconcile the result 

of this study with four fold site occupation, seems to suggest that this effect 

alone cannot be giving rise to a false site determination. It is interesting to 

note, however , that an adsorbate induced surface layer relaxation of this size 

has been reported for the adsorption of oxygen on C’u( 110) [9].

Another way to account for this surprising result is that the bondlength 

of 2.63 A which was obtained for NiHg may have been inappropriate. Other 

values could have been obtained by using (i) the metallic radius of (3 mercury 

(1.41 A ) (a body centered tetragonal structure) or (ii) the metallic radius of 

a Hg (1.49A ) (a rhombohedral phase) together with the metallic radius of 

Ni, these lead to NiHg bondlengths of 2.66A and 2.74A which would both 

still suggest bridge site adsorption. Another pair of bondlengths for a and 

f3 Hg are found by using the Zachariasen radii [10]. These are calculated 

by averaging the bondlengths over the first shell of near neighbours. Metals 

such as Hg pack into structures where a few neighbours are very close and
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the remainder of the first shell have considerably longer bondlengths and thus 

the averaging procedure produces rather large metallic radii for Hg. These 

are L.62A and 1.58A for a and ¡3 Hg respectively giving values of 2.87A and 

2.83A for the NiHg bondlengths which in turn give rise to layer spacings of 

2.27A and 2.22A respectively. One of these would be within the error bar of 

result for the case of four fold co-ordination.

One reference [11] suggests that the Zachariasen radius is the most appro

priate value but, the preference of this reference, arises from measurements 

of the adsorbate-adsorbate spacings in a large range of metallic overlayers 

which are commensurate with their substrates and thus the influence ot these 

substrates on these lengths might be expected to be give large values of the 

metallic radius. For this reason we prefer to use the known NiHg amalgam 

bondlength of 2.63A and so bridge site adsorption is favoured by these results.

6.3 Conclusion

This study adopts a straightforward interpretation of the NISXW result. This 

suggests that mercury adsorbs into the bridge sites of Ni(100) to form a 

c(2x2) FEED pattern. Nevertheless the possibility of four fold co-ordination 

is not ruled out due to the likelihood of (i) an inaccurate value of the NiHg 

bondlength being used in the calculation of the expected layer spacing and (ii) 

a local substrate layer expansion at the surface or (iii) a combination of these 

effects. The reason for these doubts is that for this system the application 

of the normally incisive combination of SEXAFS and NISXW was not possi

ble due to the special difficulties of recording SEXAFS data above absorption 

edges of high angular momentum.
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7.1 Introduction

The combined use of SEXAFS and NISXW has been applied to the study of 

atomic and molecular adsorption on transitional metal surfaces. These adsorp

tion systems were widely different in terms of the strength of bonding between 

the adsorbate and substrate and this has led to two extremes of adsorbate - 

substrate interaction. One extreme was where adsorbate bonded to the surface 

causing little or no structural rearrangement of the substrate and the other 

involved dramatic surface reconstruction. Both spectroscopic techniques were 

shown capable of giving complementary and detailed information on surface 

structure and the newer technique of NISXVV has been shown to have a much 

wider range of applicability than it showed prior to these studies.

7.2 CHjS on C u ( l l l )

SEXAFS data analysis for this system revealed a C'u-S bondlength of 2.38 ±  0.U3A for 

the nearest neighbour shell, and that the data was dominated by scattering 

from this shell. Some weak intramolecular C-S scattering was also analysable.

This gave a C-S bondlength of 1.88A . S-S scattering also made a contribution

99
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to the SEXAFS and a S-S separation of 3.4 ±  0.15A was found. Analysis of 

the SEXAFS polarization dependences for all these shells gave a bond angle [3 

of 80 ±  10° for the S-S bond, 0° for the C-S bond and 60 ±  5° for the nearest 

neighbour Cu-S bond. This Cu-S angle is much larger than would have been 

expected for simple chemisorption.

Also NISXW data for this same experimental geometry gave an adsorbate 

- substrate layer spacing which was wholly inconsistent with simple, non sub

strate distort.ive, chemisorption into any high symmetry site at the C u (lll)  

surface. Thi s was 1.15 ±  0.05.4 . Taking the SEXAFS bondlength and bon- 

dangle and calculating the expected adlayer spacings produced by adsorption 

into distorted high symmetry sites of the surface revealed that the best fit to 

both sets of experimental data was provided by assuming adsorption of the 

mercaptide group s S atom into a distorted three fold hollow site. Of both 

three fold hollows the H.C'.P. site was found to be the most likely. Bonding 

into this site at this layer spacing would involve the large scale distortion of the 

three fold hollow. 0.6A movements of the surface copper atoms in a direction 

parallel to the surface would be necessary to accommodate such a distortion. 

Such movements would produce a surface layer of copper which is incommen

surate with the atomic layers below but due to the non applicability of LEED 

to this system this is impossible to confirm. However,it is suspected that the 

structure forms in clusters leading to only local distortions of the substrate.

7.3 S on C u ( l l l )

The interaction of H>S with C!u( 111) leads to the formation of a ( v'7 A v 7)R 19.1° 

S LEED pattern which is most likely to involve a 3/7 monolayer of sulphur.



SEXAFS analysis gives a value of 2.30 ±  0.03.4. for normal incidence and 

2.34 ±  0.03A for off normal (54°) incidence. Amplitude analysis of this near

est SEXAFS gave a bond angle (3 of 67 ±  5°. In common with the mercaptide 

system this data is dominated by a first shell and the bond angle of the atoms 

in this shell is inconsistent with simple chemisorption. NISXW data was not 

analysable in terms of the occupation of a single Cu-S adlayer spacing and 

this, like the SEXAFS data for this system, is similarly inconsistent with the 

idea of simple chemisorption in this system.

The only corroborative interpretation of both NISXW and SEXAFS data 

was that a strong chemical interaction between H>S and C u (lll) leads to the 

formation of a bulk like sulphide at the surface. The closest bulk analogue of 

this sulphide is one which is tetrahedrally co-ordinated - the surface sulphide 

is a slightly distorted arrangement of this type which involves a mixed layer of 

copper and sulphur. This system produces a mixture of S sites at the surface 

as well as a mixture of Cu-S bond angles and the fact that SEXAFS averages 

the structural information from these sites leads to a less incisiveness structure 

determination than those found for single site adsorption. The combination of 

NISXW and SEXAFS however allows for firmer conclusions thus highlighting 

the need for the application of complementary techniques in surface structure 

determination.

7.4 Hg on Ni(100)

An attempt has also been made at the application of the NISXW and SEXAFS 

combination to the Ni(100)c(2 X 2)Hg surface. SEXAFS data for this system 

showed no observable SEXAFS oscillations. This was believed to be due to the
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combined effects of delayed onset and strong structure in the photoionisation 

cross section. Such effects are typical of X ray absorption studies of electronic 

states of high angular momentum. (This SEXAFS data was recorded above the 

Hg Mi' edge at 2295eV). The fact that previous work on this system indicates 

that this Hg overlayer is only weakly adsorbed indicates that there may be 

a high value of the Debye-Waller type factor for this NiHg shell. This would 

lead to an attenuation of the NiHg SEXAFS which may also be responsible 

for the lack of clearly observable SEXAFS oscillations for this system.

NISXW data, however, was attainable from this system, this put a value 

of 0.6 ±  0.1 A on the Ni-Hg adlayer spacing. Assuming simple, non recon

structive, chemisorption for this system, and taking various estimates of the 

NiHg bondlength ( of which 2.63A was the favourite) suggests that this adlayer 

spacing is suggestive bridge site adsorption by mercury. For what is expected 

to be strongly directional, metallic, bonding between adsorbate and substrate 

this is a somewhat surprising bonding site. The assignment of bridge adsorp

tion site for mercury is, however, not firm due to the lack of corroborative 

SEXAFS data on this system and the less surprising conclusion of adsorption 

into the four fold hollow of the Ni(100) can be reconciled with our result if 

(i) a surface relaxation of the top layers of the Ni(100) substrate is assumed 

or (ii) if the NiHg amalgam bondlength assumed for the surface structure was 

not representative of the actual surface bondlength, or (iii) a combination of 

these effects. Once again the need for complementary surface structure deter

mination is highlighted.


